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Abstract 
In the actual climate change emergency situation several transformations and redefinitions in            
the systems are required. The thesis focuses in the end user of the electricity sector,               
specifically in the demand side management strategies. The development of a data pipeline             
from scratch for a Home Energy Management System is presented, with detailed            
explanations of the data fluxes, treatment, storage, visualization, analysis and conversion.           
Also the code that runs the system is provided and explained for better understanding. It is                
programmed in python, an open source language with powerful data libraries. 
 
The resulting program defines a standalone data collection entity that collects, treats, stores             
and forecasts diverse data provided by assets located in a household grid. Those assets are               
electrical loads, a photovoltaic array, an electric vehicle and are completed with external             
data sources like Spanish electricity market retail price, weather stations and specific PV             
libraries. 
 
All the stored data turns to be a useful resource for further analysis such forecasting and                
visualization purposes, real demand and production curves are plotted and compared with            
calculated predictions of generation and consumption. This information is refined and stored            
thanks to a database manager module developed that eases also the process of data              
extraction. The pipeline is ready to correctly feed the optimization engine of a HEMS. 
 
In addition to it the document provides useful information in REST APIs communications with              
known platforms such Nissan Kamereon, Fronius devices, OpenWeatherMap source and          
ESIOS database. There are also object oriented programming tips, explanations and           
examples in Python. It accounts with photovoltaic modelization using PVlib and its powerful             
tools and finally data storage and analysis with pandas library and pickle files. 
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1. Preface 

1.1 Origin of the project 
This project is originated by the interest in automatic efficient use of the energy in small grids                 
more specifically in isolated microgrids. The first talks with the directors of the project were               
focused in small living units like camper vans. After some negotiations the objectives of the               
project were redirected to an already existing environment, coming from previous European            
Projects and Research developed at the Research Center where this master thesis is related              
to. This environment enabled to start developing a HEMS more in contact with reality by               
using a photovoltaic array, an electric vehicle, real consumption measurements, etc. The            
realization of this project would provide more knowledge in automated systems and            
therefore ease the consecution of the original idea in a later stage outside of the master                
thesis scope. 

1.2 Previous requirements 
The previous requirements for attempting a master thesis are basic knowledge on several             
things like energy and programming, and a clear vision of the current energy situation. With               
them, it is possible to concretize the objective and construct the system from scratch. 
 
In addition over all those things there is the willingness. The willingness to learn new skills                
and to bury old constructed knowledge. Burying it can produce a feeling of vertigo but this                
willingness is required. The present thesis brought me lots of new learnings, it was              
developed under unusual situations. Often the searched objective was at the end of an              
invisible path which I could only see after some research and lots of attempts. Here again                
the willingness to get rid of wrong paths where I’ve spend tons of hours and despite this                 
appreciate the hidden learning it brings. 
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2. Introduction 
In the energy area there has been a lot of research in technologies and processes to                
address, in a more or less clear way, the Energy Transition [1]. The Energy Transition in                
capital letters refers to one specific energy transition process in the actuality, generally this              
processes refer to “a significant structural change in an energy system” [2]. Concretely and              
globally speaking the actual energy transition refers to a complete conversion of the energy              
system to be able to supply renewable energy, until this point there is no discussion. The                
principal controversial points are on the how, the when and the who [3]. And it is normal                 
since to include a huge amount of renewable energy the system, not only the electrical, has                
to be hugely modified and its understanding and usage too. 
 
So first of all, and now focusing on the electrical system, it would be a good idea to introduce                   
the “match dilemma” which will help to understand the magnitude of the problem. The              
electrical system is the most advanced energy system due to the high degree of quality the                
electricity, as an energy form, represents. Most of the renewable solutions perfectly match             
with this system so has sense to be the first to be converted. The match dilemma comes                 
with the difficulty to store the electricity and the synchronization restrictions the physical             
system has, making the temporal match between generation and consumption a must.            
These restrictions are that at a determined moment the amount of generation has to be the                
same of the consumption in the same system, being regulated by means of the so-called               
frequency of the system. At the moment this problem is solved by a constant tracking               
between the two curves, control and penalization of the forecasts bias, capacity fees,             
generation control and among others one element usually forgotten, the mass inertia which             
at the end is kinetic storage. Renewable solutions don’t have very much generation control              
neither kinetic storage, since they generate when there is source availability and use             
electronics (with no mass inertias) to convert the energy into electricity. The renewables has              
a big variability in the production, sudden peaks and drastic falls and a big stationary               
variation which, usually, is the reverse of the consumption variability. Below in figure 2.1              
these curves unmatch is evidentiated, and with it the dilemma revealed, with more             
renewable generation it is impossible the match match the curves so it is necessary to molt                
them in order to achieve this match. Thus, without molding the consumption, the renewables              
penetration is limited. 
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Figure 2.1: Solar generation vs consumption curves source [4] 
 
Hence, the challenge is served, how to generate at night? Or how to consume during the                
day if the need of turning on the lights exists on the night? These are very clear examples to                   
comprehend the challenge being faced by energy policers, network operators, retailers and            
end-users. The answer is not unique, and neither easy but there exist several axes of work                
to do so. Some examples are appropriately calculated generation mixs and dimensioning            
between existent technologies and available resources, energy storage, energy efficiency          
and load shifting. Each axe has its limitations and its tools to do it, and again each tool has                   
to be used in the correct “when”, “how” and “who”. 
Figure 2.2 shows different demand side management strategies such load shifting, valley            
filling and peak shaving. These strategies are applied in a load profile when its possible to                
achieve some optimization objectives which can be end user centric or grid stability focused.              
For example, the objective function would be reduce total costs of the invoice for the first                
case and reduce grid congestion for the second case. 
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Figure 2.2: Demand side management (DSM) strategies, source [5] 
 
This master thesis is focused on the DSM that involves the end user of the energy as a who,                   
using the existing loads and generators in the household and low hardware implementation             
as a how, and finally with short term implementation by combining the three axes. This               
project is going to develop a part of a Home Energy Management System, understanding it               
as a: 
“A home energy management system is a technology platform comprised of both            
hardware and software that allows the user to monitor energy usage and production             
and to manually control and/or automate the use of energy within a household.”             
Source: Sustainable Now [6], [7]. 

2.1 Objectives of the project 
The objective of the master thesis is to develop a functional and helpful tool to manage data                 
of a house’s grid, considering the various nature and time acquisition of each of the data                
sources. In this project, the assets considered like loads, renewable sources and external             
data sources are combined with the aim to feed properly a Home Energy Management              
System. 
The tool has to accomplish with the requirements of this demand side management element              
named HEMS. These requirements are: 

- Calculation of the potential saving with the integration of DSM by means of a HEMS. 
- Have a sufficiently stocked database with interesting energy related data, such as            

electricity prices, weather parameters, irradiation, electricity consumption, electric        
vehicle status, grid parameters and site self generation. 

- Flexible and versatile data pipeline to store generated data. 
- Forecast algorithms with its models for PV generation and household consumption. 
- Data visualization facilities. 
- Robust and scalable programming, using standardized structures, trusted libraries,         

open source and widely used language. 
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2.2 Scope of the project 
The scope of the project is to achieve the objectives related to data collection, data               
preprocessing, data wrangling, and data visualization for an specific household and the            
actual sensors implemented on it. The household counts with a PV system and a grid               
sensor, also there has been the possibility to connect it with an external electric vehicle that                
is studied as a load in the system even though it is not really part of it. In order to extract the                      
maximum profit of the already existing hardware, an estimation of PV production is done. 
 

2.3 State of the art 
Nowadays the market maturity of domestic DSM is in different stages because it usually              
comes when the end users are aware of their energy consumption, and each country is at a                 
different level. There already exist different companies providing this product or similar in             
some countries as carbonTRACK [7] in Australia, or as E.ON app [8] in Britain. It is easy to                  
confound it with smart hubs or home managers since in some of their applications the loads                
control is implemented, and in the end it can be considered as energy management.              
Furthermore, smart thermostats could also be part of a HEMS. The actual products are quite               
granular and maybe it is difficult to see a clear integral HEMS. That is because in order to                  
control and sense most of the appliances of a home requires a deployment of lots of small                 
components, it maybe makes the HEMSs a service rather than a device, talking from              
business point of view. So again the state of the art analysis comes from the literature. 
 
In literature the focus is on the optimizator area, a program that evaluates the optimal               
variables in order to minimize or maximize an objective function. These studies ara step by               
step including more elements in the calculation and therefore its models. The evolution is              
clear, starting from the electrical loads management to the termal appliances and            
transportation elements. The aim of including these “non essentially electrical” appliances is            
to add some energy storage without implicitly adding batteries and by using the             
temperatures of rooms, domestic hot water storage temperatures and state of charge of             
electric vehicles. A complete gathered information of this evolution is in [9] 
  

2.4 First steps: Calculation of the potential savings 
The initial objective of the project was to decide when to charge an EV and for how much                  
time in order to save as much money as possible. The first study was focused in quantifying                 
the potential savings this management could bring. Later steps would be to implement a              
simple HEMS to control the charge of the car. 
 
To estimate the savings some data was provided by the owner of the car, this data was the                  
hourly consumption of the household for more than a year. Within this time the car was                
acquired which is good for detecting the impact of the car in the consumption profile. 
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The load curve can be observed below in figure 2.3 and highlighted in orange when the car                 
is charging. 

 
Figure 2.3: Consumption profile base consumption and car consumption differentiated 

 
As can be observed the effect of the car is clear in the consumption, the hourly charging                 
profile of the car is necessary to have an idea of the amount of energy it consumes daily. 

 
Figure 2.4: Zoom in the consumption profile with daily car charges 

 
The mean consumption of the car is 14,3 kWh per day. With this information an optimization                
model is developed in an spreadsheet, then the optimal scheduling of the car is found for                
each tariff. Later on the estimated savings are calculated comparing different options            
between them.  
The options are divided in two categories of three options each. The categories are car               
scheduling and contracted tariff. There exist 3 options for car scheduling, the actual one, the               
optimal (calculated for each tariff) and the worst one (calculated for each tariff). There exist               
also 3 tariffs that are 2.0, 2.0DHA and 2.0DHS. The first tariff doesn’t makes special               
difference in the price among the day, the second has two prices for night and day and the                  
third has “3” levels of prices but not very pronounced. In figure 2.5 there is a representation                 
of the variation of tariffs 2.0DHA and DHS and 3 consumption profiles for the DHS tariff. 
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Figure 2.5: Price curves and load curves 

 
Note that for the optimal case the car recharges are when the lowest prices appear. After                
calculating all the possibilities a table is done to see the potential annual savings: 
 

 
Figure 2.6: Potential savings and total costs 

 
The table shows all the possibilities but summarizing this results the potential savings can of               
almost 400 € per year with the DHS tariff and the optimal scheduling. The reality is that by                  
default the car recharge hardly ever will be on the worst scenario so has to be compared                 
with a baseline. In this case the user is conscious that the prices are lower at night with its                   
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tariff (DHA) so its potential savings are only of 27 € per year. If the user would have a more                    
common tariff like 2.0A its potential savings would be of 340 €.  
 
With the important benefits of the DSM in the renewables integration and the additional              
possibility of reducing costs the implementation of HEMS would be a part of the energy               
transition. The project starts conceptualizing the parts of the HEMS and focuses in one part               
of it. 
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3. Project development 
The HEMS for the studied case is conceptualized and has some differentiated areas, these              
areas well interconnected between them would end in a functional device. The following             
figure shows the scheme of the HEMS. 

 
Figure 3.1: HEMS scheme 

 
In figure 3.1 it is seen that a “Main” module controls the different areas of the HEMS, it                  
actively executes the code of them when it has to. The five areas are: 

- Data extractors and treatment 
- Models 
- Optimization 
- Actuators controller 
- Analytics 

An additional element is the database it is executed for the different modules that make up                
the five areas, it is not directly compiled by the “Main” module. When each area has to work                  
it demands to the database the required data to perform its tasks and return several outputs                
of different nature. These outputs can be more data which is stored in the database, plots                
and other visualization types which are displayed in a screen and electrical signals that              
control the different actuators of the system. 
The dotted lines in the figure represent the data fluxes, the legend of colours represents: 

- Red represent the “A” flux, the process to store data from scratch. 
- Yellow represent a part of the “A” flux which is not implemented yet. 
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- Blue represent the “B” flux, when the data is queried to the database to perform               
analysis and visualization. 

- Green represent the “B” fluxes that are still not implemented. 
This device has to work autonomously and the visualization is the tool to present to the end                 
user the achieved milestones of it and the current status. Its purpose is to manage efficiently                
the energy in order to provide the desired comfort and at the same time save energy, save                 
money, help to grid adjustment and a long etcetera. 
 

3.1 The database structure and the “A” flux 

The data pipeline 
The data pipeline is the basis that will enable the consecution of the objectives described in                
2.1. A data pipeline is: 
“A software that eliminates many manual steps from the process and enables a             
smooth, automated flow of data [...]. It automates the processes involved in            
extracting, transforming, combining, validating, and loading data for further analysis          
and visualization.” Source: Alooma [10] 
Hence in this project it is seen as the structure of it, the shape it will take is the one observed                     
in figure 3.2. 

 
Figure 3.2: Data pipeline scheme. Source [11] 

 
Its main parts are: 
 
Data ingestion 
First of all, in a data pipeline there is a step called Data ingestion which is in charge to run                    
the so called extractors that will collect the data, the extractors can be called also as Node                 
JS scripts. In our case the information comes from different online data sources and existing               
local sensors. 
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Data storage 
When the data it directly collected from the main source it has the name of raw data. That is                   
because, usually for the final objective, the data extracted will not match exactly our needs.               
Hence, this data has to be is transformed, usually from a format to another and also from                 
one type to another. Finally, it can also be enriched with more relevant data for our project                 
that is not implicitly given by the same data source, but can be obtained from the rest of the                   
data. Those three steps happened in what is called a data lake which is a repository where                 
all the cleaned and structured information is stored and organized in a plane way, but not our                 
raw data. In the document we refer to this repository as local database or simply database.                
The repository is locally saved in a pickle file [12], which allows a fast and compressed data                 
management as can be seen in [13]. Compared with other file formats also offers a safe                
format storage by eliminating the errors when uploading the data, this problem usually             
happens with data time formats. 
 
Data warehouse 
The date the warehouse is a hierarchical way to store the data it usually moves data in                 
batches every scheduled time. It is used when the data is not necessary to be streamed. In                 
the actual case the data is moving enough often to make prescindible the data warehouse.               
At a high level DSM in an aggregation of several HEMS in a community would be necessary                 
for high level requirements and decision taking. 
 
Visualization 
The data in the data lake is ready to be extracted or queried, a query table is a piece of a                     
table stored in the database, just the piece needed for the analysis to perform or the                
expected visualization. Visualizing is important, maybe in automated systems such a HEMS            
is not imprescindible for the decision making but is crucial for reporting results and              
determining the improvement points. Also is a good support to report results and offer a               
better user friendly platform to the final user. 
 
Forecasting 
A very interesting analysis with the stored data is to perform forecasts. They are done with                
more or less complex model of a system or a part of the system and have to be provided                   
with well treated data. This data treatment is usually temporal since the time is the most                
used independent variable in engineering models but not the only one. Mixing data from              
different sources and therefore stored in different tables requires temporal synchronization           
before starting the analysis. The results of this forecasting may be susceptible of being              
stored for future analysis such calculation of scoring values for later comparisons. In this              
project all of them are stored.  
 
Optimization (out of the scope) 
As stated in figure 3.1 for an automated exploitation of the energy home system a HEMS is                 
necessary. This element has an important part which is called the optimization, in it a               
mathematical optimization is compiled with its restraints and objective function, which can            
differ a lot between different purposes. This optimization module has to be fed with some               
forecasts and models of the elements composing the system. With all this information a day               
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can be simulated and with it some decisions can be taken to achieve the maximization or                
minimization of the objective function. This module is out of the scope of the project and                
presents its own challenges, the challenge of this project is to be able to provide the                
information to it. 
 

The REST APIs 
An API is an Application Programming Interface, a code to access to functions of a               
determined external software. They are published by the software builders to let access third              
parties with only detailing how to do it and the functionality it brings, without explaining               
procedures. They are used by developers and allow to include functionalities without having             
to develop them from scratch and with the certainty of using a code that is tested and with                  
proven effectiveness. In the web the theory is the same, obtaining functionalities and             
information of softwares that are not in the local system. 
 
The type of APIs that we are interested in are the REST (REpresentational State Transfer)               
APIs based on HTTP [14]. Those APIs have specific purposes such the ones listed below: 

- GET, obtain information 
- POST, give information or send order 
- PUT, modify 
- PATCH, modify partially 
- DELETE, delete 

 
The calls to these APIs will be performed in python, which has an specific module to perform                 
these requests. The library is called “requests” and to do a “GET” request it is necessary to                 
have the HTTP url and code the following lines: 
 

import requests 

 

endpoint='http://'+inv_IP+'/'  

get_archives='solar_api/v1/GetPowerFlowRealtimeData.fcgi' 

 

response = requests.get(url = endpoint+get_archives) 

Data = response.json() 

 
Note that the requests class has a method called “get” where the different inputs has to be                 
inserted. In this case the url is composed by two strings called “endpoint” and “get_archives”,               
those names are just extracted from the documentation of the API, are not really important,               
could be “a” and “b”. Each one use its methodology when created and the construction can                
differ a bit, an example of an sliced get request is shown below. 
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Figure 3.3: Sliced REST API 
 
All the APIs has documentation, it is important to read it carefully in order to understand how                 
they are constructed and to perform requests on them. Some demand extra parameters             
such authentication to access the data, it’s the case of the electric vehicle platform. This               
process is hard to follow and instead of developing it from scratch a fork of another code is                  
done and then adapted to the project [15]. 
 
Finally the response is an object that has a method to convert the information into JSON                
object which is easily readable and the desired information can be extracted. 
 

The “A” flux 
The “A” flux is the name given to the path the data take until they are correctly stored in                   
tables. With the objective of doing it as robust as possible some format protocol is               
determined. Thanks to it the database structure can be reused for other projects or easily               
enlarge the current project by adding external data providers such sensors or external             
databases. 
In figure 3.4 the protocol is graphically explained and some hints of format can be seen. The                 
continuous arrows represent which block is calling which and the discontinuous arrows the             
path the data is taking. The terse description in the middle of the arrows reveal the data                 
format changes. 
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 Figure 3.4: “A” flux representation 
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In the following chapters, each protocol is explained in detail, according to its main objective               
and the data involved in the process.  
 

3.1.1 External raw data collection and treatment 
The main data collection is divided in the four modules , according to Figure 3.4. All this data                  
is obtained from several REST APIs. The base URL of them is shown below: 

'https://alliance-platform-caradapter-prod.apps.eu.kamereon.io/car-adapt

er/' 

'https://prod.eu.auth.kamereon.org/kauth/' 

'http://192.168.1.143/solar_api/v1/GetPowerFlowRealtimeData.fcgi' 

'http://192.168.1.143/solar_api/v1/GetInverterRealtimeData.cgi?' 

'http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/forecast?' 

'http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?' 

'https://api.esios.ree.es/application/json/api.esios.ree.es/' 

 
The codification structure is similar in every script but with little changes due to programming               
learnings. 
 
The object oriented programming is the methodology used to develop it. Each script contains              
a class with the necessary functions to collect the data and process it (3.1.1 External raw                
data collection and treatment) and to call the modules to store the data (3.1.2 Data storing). 
 
The OOP is a programming paradigm which is not the fastest in terms of computational               
speed but allows a useful and visual logical organization of the code. The code is structured                
in classes that are object builders, so the program generates objects that are             
representations of the real world. Each object has each own methods that are the functions it                
can perform, and attributes that define the specific object.  
 
For example a class called printer creates an object of type printer with its own attributes that                 
can be for example name “printer of the second floor” and colours “black/white”. This printer               
object has a method called “print” and when it is invoked it prints. More information on how                 
to code with the OOP approach in the A learnings appendix. 
 
Now exclusively concerning on this chapter the following sections present the APIs used and              
the data obtained and the aspect of its transformation. 
 

Weather data 
In the script weather.py a class called “weather” is defined, in it one function is in charge of                  
calling the following APIs (code available in the appendix B): 

'http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/forecast?lat={LAT}&lon={LON}&app

id={TOKEN KEY}&lang=ca' 
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'http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?lat={LAT}&lon={LON}&appi

d={TOKEN KEY}=ca' 

 
The documentation can be found in [16]. 
The function is a genuine GET request called “gen_request” which as an input has the               
header of the API selected which can be ‘forecast’ or ‘weather’. As an output returns a                
response that can be visualized and parsed as a JSON which in the end is an object. 
 
The ‘weather’ API gives the current weather in the place along with interesting parameters              
such temperature, humidity, visibility, % of cloudiness… The ‘forecast’ returns a similar            
parameters but for each moment every 3 hours in a period of five days. An example is                 
shown below: 
 

{ 

  "coord": { 

    "lon": 1..., 

    "lat": 41... 

  }, 

  "weather": [ 

    { 

      "id": 801, 

      "main": "Clouds", 

      "description": "lleugerament ennuvolat", 

      "icon": "02d" 

    } 

  ], 

  "base": "stations", 

  "main": { 

    "temp": 293.74, 

    "feels_like": 293.03, 

    "temp_min": 292.59, 

    "temp_max": 295.15, 

    "pressure": 1013, 

    "humidity": 64 

  }, 

  "visibility": 10000, 

  "wind": { 

    "speed": 2.6, 

    "deg": 170 

  }, 

  "clouds": { 

    "all": 20 

  }, 

  "dt": 1590946881, 

  "sys": { 
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    "type": 1, 

    "id": 6427, 

    "country": "ES", 

    "sunrise": 1590899075, 

    "sunset": 1590952850 

  }, 

  "timezone": 7200, 

  "id": 3112671, 

  "name": "", 

  "cod": 200 

} 

Figure 3.5: JSON current weather response example 
 
 
The obtained data is in JSON format and will be transformed into dicts (dictionaries in               
python) because they allow to easily understand what the value means.  
There exist some standardized ways to convert a JSON object into a dict object in python,                
but it will do it maintaining the hierarchy of the values, and we are not interested in it, we                   
need all the parameters accessible the same way. For example in figure 3.5 the “dt”               
parameter is in level 1 and the “temp” parameter is in level 2 (because it is inside “main”), in                   
a data frame doesn’t exist this levels. This way the created dict has to be plain and level 1                   
for all the interesting parameters. The database model will be an approximation to the              
relational model, more information about it in [17]. 
 
To correctly store the data, two functions are implemented to convert the JSON into a “dict”                
in python. They are called “fore_w_req” and “current_w_req”, the first one asks to “gen_req”              
the forecast data and the second the current data. 
 
So from the format shown in figure 3.5 the data is converted to a dict as this one: 
 

[ {'dt': datetime.datetime(2020, 6, 2, 17, 0), 

  'main temp': 296.42, 

  'main feels_like': 295.69, 

  'main temp_min': 296.42, 

  'main temp_max': 296.42, 

  'main pressure': 1012, 

  'main sea_level': 1012, 

  'main grnd_level': 984, 

  'main humidity': 60, 

  'main temp_kf': 0, 

  'weather id': 804, 

  'weather main': 'Clouds', 

  'weather description': 'ennuvolat', 

  'weather icon': '04d', 

  'clouds all': 100, 
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  'wind speed': 3.38, 

  'wind deg': 172, 

  'sys pod': 'd', 

  'rain 3h': 0.18}, 

... 

] 

Figure 3.6: Data in dict format 
 
It is important to note several things: 

- The dict is inside the curly braces “{}”, but the API gives 40 forecasts (each 3 hours                 
for 5 days) so de dicts has to be ordered in a list object which uses the brackets “[]”. 

- The ‘dt’ parameter refers to when are expected to take place the forecast, and the               
units where in “unix timestamp” format, a function called unix2time which is using the              
datetime library converts it to a datetime object that works fine for the project. 

- The amount of parameters varies when it is not expected to rain the ‘rain 3h’ is not                 
going to appear in the JSON, this represented a challenge for the database protocol. 

- Some parameters are just saved but not used. 
The functions call the BBDD.py module to store the data in the files, but also allow the                 
possibility to save them in a variable, an example of doing so is: 
 

from weather import weather 

 

#define the object in a variable 

wth=weather() 

 

#get the response in JSON format 

forecast_response=wth.gen_req('forecast') 

current_response=wth.gen_req('weather') 

 

#save the data in list(dict) format inside 2 variables 

forecast=wth.fore_w_req() 

data=wth.current_w_req() 

Figure 3.7: Weather example usage 
 

Nissan data 
The script nissanapi.py is a reused script extracted from [15], this code is calling several               
GET APIs that return several data and also include several POST APIs. The operation of               
this script was at the beginning difficult to understand, as explained in A Learnings, but at the                 
end a minimum understanding of it was enough to get the interesting parameters. So the               
complete APIs where not localized enough to be presented. 
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An additional class called “car_data_recollect” was created to collect the data needed in the              
project and put it in a dict format as explained in Weather data. The function inside the class                  
is called “data” The resulting data is: 
 

[{'dt': datetime.datetime(2020, 6, 1, 12, 56, 54, 375271), 

'dt battery update': datetime.datetime(2020, 6, 1, 12, 56, 3,          

tzinfo=datetime.timezone.utc), 

  'battery level': 50, 

  'charging status': 0, 

  'plug status': 0, 

'dt location update': datetime.datetime(2020, 6, 1, 12, 56, 3,          

tzinfo=datetime.timezone.utc), 

  'mileage': 14355, 

  'time to full': {<ChargingSpeed.FAST: 3>: 540, 

   <ChargingSpeed.NORMAL: 2>: 600, 

   <ChargingSpeed.SLOW: 1>: 1470}, 

  'charging speed': 'ChargingSpeed.NONE', 

  'instant power': None, 

  'battery temperature': None, 

  'battery capacity': 60000}] 

Figure 3.8: Data obtained from the electric vehicle 
 
As can be seen some data is not present, the research on the nissan API was problematic,                 
what is called an unstable API with constant changes and not documented. The final code               
used is able to connect with the car an extract data but some of it is not provided for                   
unknown reasons. 
 
An example of calling this function is: 

# object definition 

nissan=car_data_recollect() 

 

# store the data in a variable called “a” 

a=nissan.data() 

Figure 3.9: Nissan example usage 
 
As the weather functions it does the same, allows the possibility to save the data in a local                  
variable, but the main purpose is to store it in the database. This process is explained in the                  
next chapter 3.1.2 Data storing. 
 

Grid data 
This section refers to the obtention of the internal grid data, to do so some sensors have to                  
be deployed, fortunately the fronius smart meter [18] and the inverter [19] installed in the grid                
provide some interesting data. 
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To connect with the equipment there are several APIs [20], the two used in the function                
“request” to extract the data are: 
 

'http://192.168.1.143/solar_api/v1/GetPowerFlowRealtimeData.fcgi' 

'http://192.168.1.143/solar_api/v1/GetInverterRealtimeData.cgi?Scope=Dev

ice&DeviceId=1&DataCollection=CommonInverterData' 

Figure 3.10: API detail 
 
It is necessary to be connected in the same network to communicate with the inverter               
because the IP of the device has to be provided in the API. This IP search represented a                  
challenge because it usually changes when the inverter has no WiFi signal. It could be set                
as a static IP but by finding a solution for dynamic IP would make the code robust enough to                   
be implemented in other grids with Fronius inverters. So this was set as an internal objective.                
Another script of IP detection was developed, and the methodology is explained in A              
Learnings, this methodology required multi thread computing. And it was tested in other             
grids, converting the script into a .exe program which displays a little bit of information (figure                
3.11) 

 
Figure 3.11: Example of the naive_inverter_program.exe 

 
 
The data obtained is in JSON format as can be seen in figures 3.11 and 3.12 and                 
transformed into dicts as seen in figure 3.14. 
 

{ 

   "Body" : { 

      "Data" : { 

         "Inverters" : { 

            "1" : { 

               "DT" : 78, 

               "E_Day" : 15128, 

               "E_Total" : 2048169, 

               "E_Year" : 2048169.25, 

               "P" : 2753 

            } 
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         }, 

         "Site" : { 

            "E_Day" : 15128, 

            "E_Total" : 2048169, 

            "E_Year" : 2048169.25, 

            "Meter_Location" : "grid", 

            "Mode" : "meter", 

            "P_Akku" : null, 

            "P_Grid" : -747.47000000000003, 

            "P_Load" : -2005.53, 

            "P_PV" : 2753, 

            "rel_Autonomy" : 100, 

            "rel_SelfConsumption" : 72.848892117689786 

         }, 

         "Version" : "12" 

      } 

   }, 

   "Head" : { 

      "RequestArguments" : {}, 

      "Status" : { 

          ... 

      }, 

      "Timestamp" : "2020-06-01T17:37:03+02:00" 

   } 

} 

Figure 3.12: JSON response from the “GetPowerFlowRealtimeData” API. Some data is 
elided 

 

{ 

   "Body" : { 

      "Data" : { 

         "DAY_ENERGY" : { 

            ... 

         }, 

         "DeviceStatus" : { 

            ... 

         }, 

         "FAC" : { 

            "Unit" : "Hz", 

            "Value" : 49.950000000000003 

         }, 

         "IAC" : { 

            "Unit" : "A", 

            "Value" : 10.9 

         }, 
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         "IDC" : { 

            "Unit" : "A", 

            "Value" : 6.75 

         }, 

         "PAC" : { 

            "Unit" : "W", 

            "Value" : 2612 

         }, 

         "TOTAL_ENERGY" : { 

            "Unit" : "Wh", 

            "Value" : 2048214.1200000001 

         }, 

         "UAC" : { 

            "Unit" : "V", 

            "Value" : 239.80000000000001 

         }, 

         "UDC" : { 

            "Unit" : "V", 

            "Value" : 392 

         }, 

         "YEAR_ENERGY" : { 

            "Unit" : "Wh", 

            "Value" : 2048214.3799999999 

         } 

      } 

   }, 

   "Head" : { 

      "RequestArguments" : { 

          ... 

      }, 

      "Status" : { 

          ... 

      }, 

      "Timestamp" : "2020-06-01T17:38:03+02:00" 

   } 

} 

Figure 3.13: JSON response from the “GetInverterRealtimeData” API. Some data is elided 
 
Two functions are implemented to transform the data, they are called “power_flows” (only             
returns the power flows data and don’t store it into the database, and the “grid_data” function                
which actually calls the previous function, combines the data and returns the following dict: 
 

[{'dt': datetime.datetime(2020, 6, 1, 17, 32, 10), 

  'P_PV [kW]': 2.916, 

  'P_grid [kW]': -2.41784, 
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  'P_load [kW]': -0.4981599999999999, 

  'P_Akku [kW]': None, 

  'Frequency [Hz]': 49.95, 

  'AC current [A]': 11.86, 

  'AC voltage [V]': 245.8, 

  'DC current [A]': 7.5, 

  'DC voltage [V]': 394.2}] 

Figure 3.14: Resulting dict that will be stored in the database 
 
Examples to call the data are: 

#First we create the object which is the inverter places in Puig and             

I'll call it fr_puig (Fronius Puig) 

fr_puig=fr_inverter() 

 

#the method returns the values in a dict  

P=fr_puig.power_flows() 

grid_status=fr_puig.grid_data() 

Figure 3.15: Example of calling the functions 
 

Spanish Electricity Market Price Data (ESIOS)  
Correctly speaking the data is extracted from Esios [21] but the module coded to extract the                
data is called PVPC_prices.py, it contains a class “PVPC_prices” with a “request” function             
that connects with the REE database. 
The request returns data in JSON format with a large list of prices at every hour, for an                  
specific day, like in figure 3.16. 
 

{'PrecioFinal': [{'Dia': '31/05/2020', 

   'Hora': '00-01', 

   'GEN': '92,89', 

   'NOC': '44,59', 

   'VHC': '47,61', 

   'COF': '0,000083870338000000', 

   'BOEGEN': '51,57', 

   'BOENOC': '4,95', 

   'BOEVHC': '6,09', 

   'PMHGEN': '36,64', 

   'PMHNOC': '35,16', 

   'PMHVHC': '36,83', 

   'SAHGEN': '4,67', 

   'SAHNOC': '4,48', 

   'SAHVHC': '4,69'}, 

  {'Dia': '31/05/2020', 

   'Hora': '01-02', 
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   'GEN': '92,47', 

   'NOC': '44,10', 

... 

Figure 3.16: JSON response from Esios REST API 
 
The interesting prices are the ones called ‘GEN’, ‘NOC’, ‘VHC’ which correspond to 2.0A,              
2.0DHA and 2.0DHS respectively or what is the same “constant” price, night hour             
discrimination price, EV tariff price. The units are in €/MWh. 
 
Then an interactive function called “day_prices” takes advantage of this information, by            
interactive it is meant the functions and classes that allow input arguments, in this case the                
class is also interactive, it can be seen in figure 3.18. 
 
The data returned and in this case stored is a list of one dict like the rest functions, the                   
correct format to store it: 
 

[{'dt': datetime.datetime(2020, 6, 1, 0, 0), 

  0: 0.05286, 

  1: 0.04599, 

  2: 0.04636, 

  3: 0.04629, 

  4: 0.0463, 

  5: 0.04597, 

  6: 0.04604, 

  7: 0.05018, 

  8: 0.0456, 

  9: 0.04612, 

  10: 0.04547, 

  11: 0.045020000000000004, 

  12: 0.04564, 

  13: 0.10928, 

  14: 0.10881, 

  15: 0.10876000000000001, 

  16: 0.10807, 

  17: 0.10839, 

  18: 0.10873000000000001, 

  19: 0.10955, 

  20: 0.11097, 

  21: 0.11277, 

  22: 0.11373000000000001, 

  23: 0.050140000000000004}] 

Figure 3.17: Resulting dict that will be stored in the database 
 
Note that the values has been transformed, the commas turned into dots and the units are in                 
€/kWh. 
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Examples of calling this function are: 
 

PVPC_2A = PVPC_prices('GEN') 

PVPC_2DHA = PVPC_prices('NOC') 

PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices('VHC') #OR PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices() 

 

#to know the price at a specific hour and day in € use: 

print(PVPC_2DHS.hour_price()) #returns the actual price 

#preu=PVPC_2DHS.hour_price(8,0) #returns the price at 8 o'clock of today 

 

#to know the prices of a complete day use: 

preus_dia=PVPC_2DHS.day_prices() #returns the prices of today 

preus_dia=PVPC_2DHS.day_prices(-1,2) #returns prices from yesterday (-1)      

to today (2) 

Figure 3.18: Examples to call the functions 
 
The interactivity in the class is by choosing the tariff (‘GEN’, ‘NOC’, ‘VHC’), and in the                
functions by setting the “hour” and the “day_from_today” and the “ndays”, which allow a              
good versatility to obtain the electricity prices. 
 

3.1.2 Data storing 
The storage process is quite complex because the data is transformed from a dictionary to a                
dataframe, this process can lead to data loss or format errors. For solving this the module                
called BBDD.py has several functionalities that help with it and allow to safely store data               
from other modules with a few simple lines. When a module that generates or extracts data                
is done a simple call to BBDD module is enough to store the information, following always                
the objective of versatility. In figure 3.19 the function implemented in the modules can be               
observed. That function is easy since only needs the name of the file where to store the data                  
and the dict object containing the information. 
 

# lines inside the data treatment function 

    . 

    . 

    . 

    self.store_data(data,'current_weather_BBDD') 

    return data 

 

# store data function  

def store_data(self,data,name): 

    this_BBDD=BBDD(name) 

    this_BBDD.store_data(data)  

Figure 3.19: The storing function and how it is called 
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The two lines inside the treatment function define the output choice, return will allow to store                
the information in a local variable, and the self.store_data function will store the information              
in the local file with the rest of measures taken before. Remember the data format is a list of                   
dicts. 
 
The data storing process is all the stuff that takes place behind the lines              
“this_BBDD.store_data(data)” .  
This protocol initial objective was to store easily and in a robust way the data given by the                  
“Node JS scripts”, and later on thanks to the “reality shock” effect it was little by little                 
upgraded by the trustable method of try and failure. Again the code will be available in the B                  
appendix. 
The module has two attributes 'nom_BBDD', 'BBDD’ which are like global variables and are              
specific for each BBDD object, in this way it is not necessary to indicate constantly to the                 
object to which file the data has to be stored. In addition the module has 7 relevant functions                  
for flux “A” process. This functions will be explained below following the figures 3.19 and               
3.21 as a guide. 
This functions are: 

- self.store_data(self, object) 
- self.fill_BBDD(self) 
- self.check_BBDD_exists(self) 
- self.import_BBDD(self) 
- self.check_keys_dict_BBDD(self, object) 
- self.save_to_pickle(self) 
- self._print_(self) 

 
The first 2 require a detailed explanation, the next 5 are easy to understand and               
programatically are not complex, but will be explained too because they are optimized for              
easy programatical use. 
 

Store_data function 
This is the mother function, all dicts or dataframes containing new information that we want               
to add to the database has to be given to this function. Calling this function, see figure 3.19,                  
only requires 2 inputs, the name of the specific BBDD object “self” and the information               
container “object”. As how the classes work (further information in A appendix) the first input               
is given by “self.” statement usually called “this_BBDD” which contains as an attribute the              
real name of the database file where the container has to pour its data, for example                
“current_weather_BBDD” following the example in figure 3.19. 
 
Figure 3.20 shows a schematic explanation of what happens inside the “store_data”            
function. 
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Figure 3.20: store_data function logical procedure 

 
First the module BBDD.py has to be imported and its class by typing: 

from BBDD import BBDD 

 
Now a BBDD object has to be defined and giving it a name of the file where the data frame                    
will be stored, this is the first attribute. 

grid_BBDD=BBDD('grid_BBDD') 

 
And call the store_function with the new data container: 

grid_BBDD.store_data(new_data_container) 

 
If it is not existing yet, the script will create a new file in the directory called grid_BBDD.p                  
where the “p” stands for pandas pickle. 

 
Figure 3.21: file containing all the grid information 

 
From now on, each time we want to interactuate with the file ‘grid_BBDD.p’ we will use                
grid_BBDD.“function”, because the list of functions created in this module are made with the              
purpose to interactuate correctly with the database and to save changes when necessary             
automatically avoiding mistakes. 
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Inside the function, the code first determines whether the container is a data frame or a list of                  
dicts, because the procedure to append the new information differs. Later on it checks if the                
database file already exists or it not. In the case it doesn’t exist, it creates the new dataframe                  
and saves it as a file with the function save_to_pickle. Note that if the container is a list of                   
dicts it is necessary to create an empty dataframe and later call the fill_BBDD function to                
progressively add the new information. 
 
When the database already exists, the procedure is to import the dataframe in the database,               
to append or fill the new information to the existent dataframe, eliminate duplicates and reset               
indexes in the case the container is a data frame and save it to pickle. Note that if the                   
container is a list of dicts the duplicates depuration takes places inside the fill_BBDD              
function. The process is optimal when the container is a data frame since the append               
method is very robust. 
 
At this point the data is correctly added to the database and saved but some missing parts                 
will be explained in the next chapters. 
 

Fill_BBDD function 
The fill_BBDD function does all the dirty work, which corresponds to patiently fill row by row                
and columns by column the database table with the new information in a loop process. It is                 
important to say that for big amounts of data the loops are completely inefficient and will                
originate long time programs. At the moment this implementations is out of the scope. Also               
the object oriented programming is very useful to carry out progressive upgrades            
maintaining the functionality of the complete program.  
 
In figure 3.22 the logical process of the fill_BBDD function is explained. This function makes               
the database very robust to dynamic raw data. Some of the data providers such the weather                
give JSON objects with different parameters according to the weather, if it is raining a new                
parameter called “3h rain” will appear and disappear when its forecasted to be sunny. So the                
first step is to check the dict has new parameters respect to the database table, this is done                  
with the check_keys_dict_BBDD function. If there are new parameters that are not already in              
the dataframe, new empty columns has to be added to the table, later and empty row is                 
added and filled with a loop per each value. The objective of this empty rows and columns is                  
to fulfill the requirements of a pandas dataframe where a slot cannot be empty or ignored,                
instead a “Nan” value or an empty list “[]” has to be there. It makes the dataframe fulfillment                  
really robust until the extreme to accept data from the car to be stored in the weather                 
database table without any problem. 
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Figure 3.22: The logical process of the fill_BBDD function 
 
Once the fill in process is done, two more steps are remaining which are the elimination of                 
duplicates, and the index resetting. These are very important because storing data 5 times              
for the same moment is not efficient, this is a temporal filter of course, if the duplicates of car                   
charging status were eliminated the table would only have two rows. It is also interesting for                
the forecasts, that are 5 days forward but are updated daily if some changes occur dropping                
the old forecasts. After dropping the extra entrances some index gaps take place or maybe               
duplicated number rows, the index is the number of the row, this can lead to confusing bugs                 
when treating the data so a reset of the indexing is done with a pandas method called                 
“reset_index”. 
Note that the function doesn’t return the data frame to the store_data function, at least not                
explicitly, it saves the changes to the attribute “self.BBDD” that is like a global variable so all                 
the functions can work with it without the need of passing it like a ball. 
 

check_BBDD_exists 
This function tries to import the BBDD with the import_BBDD function, if it fails returns a “0” if                  
if success returns a “1”. 
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import_BBDD 
The import function is made of one simple line: 

return pd.read_pickle(self.nom_BBDD) 

 
So why those simple processes are made as a function? The answer is to adapt the function                 
to the specific purpose of the asset, which is import a database, not read a pickle file, the                  
naming is important for clearing the code. Also to not have to remember the name of the                 
data file each time we want to import it, extract some rows, etc… So the name of the file will                    
be given once. 
 

check_keys_dict_BBDD 
This function has an important paper by checking the puzzle piece of the new data container                
fits with the database table. If they fit the returned value is a “True” statement, if they don’t fit                   
the returned value is a list with the missing columns in the dataframe, so the fill_BBDD                
function will know what columns to add in order to import correctly and without errors the                
new information. 
 

Save_to_pickle 
Again as import_BBDD the function has only a line of code: 

self.BBDD.to_pickle(self.nom_BBDD) 

 
Note that now we are using the two global variables which are “self.BBDD” and              
“self.nom_BBDD” allowing to save correctly the dataframe into the pickle file without having             
to send the object and the file name as inputs, just typing “grid_BBDD.save_to_pickle()”. 
 

_print_ 
This additional function would be the equivalent to “print(dataframe)” but for a database that              
is not still in the variable explorator of the python, so it imports the file data and prints the                   
data, which is the last actualized data. 
 

3.1.3 Database fill protocol 
Once all the code to store, treat and enrich data is developed it has to be used to drain the                    
database. Each extractor has different specifications as shown in figure 3.4, for this it is not                
necessary to communicate with the APIs each 10 seconds but would be interesting to do so                
with the inverter. With the information provided by each supplier the following tempos are              
proposed: 

- Forecast weather once a day. Since the data is actualized every day has no sense               
to do it more often. 
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- Electric vehicle data once each 15 minutes. The provided data is binary information             
such the car is connected or not, maybe in a future when the charge control is                
implemented would be interesting to track it more often. 

- Grid data each 10 seconds. The frequency has to be high to collect instantaneous              
peaks of consumption. 

- Electricity prices daily. The electricity market is closed each day at 12 o’clock so the               
prices for the next day are available daily. 

- Current weather every 10 minutes. The current weather parameters are actualized           
every 10 minutes. 

This module works fine for the data resulting of the model area as seen in figure 3.1. This                  
information is calculated and stored daily because the forecast data allows us to calculate at               
least the predictions 5 days forward. Once they are calculated they are stored in the               
database so any other module requiring them can get them when necessary. The             
optimization area would usually calculate the actuation vectors for a complete day. 

- Forecasted PV production, daily. 
- Corrected weather PV model, daily. 
- Consumption forecast, daily. 

All the code centralized in the _main_.py script has to be really concise and this gives sense                 
to the high level of modularization applied. So a module for periodically calling the data is                
developed and called data_caller.py, it works properly when implemented inside a loop.            
Figure 3.23 explains how it works and below there is detailed explanation. 
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Figure 3.23: Procedure coded inside data_caller.py 
 
It is an if inside a loop, the size of the attribute “calls” determines the number of loops. 
The attributes are: 
 

self.calls=['forecast_weather_BBDD','car_BBDD','grid_BBDD','REE_BBDD','P

V_forecast_BBDD','current_weather_BBDD','loads_forecast','PV_corr_foreca

st_BBDD'] 

 

self.freq=[timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=15),timedelta(seconds=10)

,timedelta(days=1),timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=10),timedelta(day
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s=1),timedelta(days=1)]  

 

self.offset=[timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=0),time

delta(days=0),timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=-5),ti

medelta(days=0)] 

Figure 3.24: data caller attributes 
 
In calls appear the names of the pickle files that compound the database, the “freq”               
determines how often we want to add new data, the “offset” attribute is made for the forecast                 
data. When checking the last row in the dataframe would only return a true every five days                 
leaving the database without data because the last data of the forecasted weather is five               
days from today. To really know when the last weather call was done it is necessary to                 
subtract 5 days from the date of the last row of data. 
 
In order to check if the data is already existing the BBDD module is used, the same with the                            
last_entry_time that are methods of the BBDD object. And the if check is only a               
mathematical calculation of dates: 
 
(Now time ast entry time ime of fset) requency) OR f lag =( − l − t > f = 1  

 
The flag variable is like a VIP pass, it is set to 1 when the database file is not existing                    
already, so there is not last entry time and would never be created or would raise errors. 
Once passed the if gate the function of the extractor is called as explained in the previous                 
chapter 3.1.1. Would be great if in python existed a “switch case” function but a more or less                  
clean procedure that substitutes it is implemented. 
 
This extraction process to work as a good data extractor has to be implemented inside a                
loop, this happens in the _main_.py script in a 10 seconds loop. At every lap the grid file is                   
actualized because the frequency is set as it, the others are actualized less frequently, this               
main code is running continuously from the command line so the database is getting bigger               
every time. 
 
How the code looks like in the _main_.py loop: 
 

from data_caller import datacall #, datagive 

from datetime import datetime 

from inputimeout import inputimeout, TimeoutOccurred 

 

 

 

#init 

 

call=datacall() 

 

something ='continue' 
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while something =='continue': 

  

  

    print(datetime.now()) 

    print('inici call') 

    call.caller() 

  

    print('fin calls') 

  

    try: 

something = inputimeout(prompt='If you want to stop the loop          

type something: ', timeout=10) 

    except TimeoutOccurred: 

        something = 'continue' 

  

    if something!='continue': 

        print('Stopping loop') 

    else: 

        print('vuelta') 

Figure 3.25: __main__.py code, example usage of data_caller.py 
 
This code also allows a correct loop break, usually to cut infinite loops the “Ctrl +C” shortcut                 
is used, here was find out that maybe this sudden interruption could cause a problem in the                 
database files by not allowing a correct saving process. In this way the loop lets you tell to it                   
that you want to stop it. Take a look to the following detail of the command line: 

 
Figure 3.26: Detail of the command line while collecting data with the data_caller.py 

 
The program tells when the database is actualized, would also do the same if there was a                 
connection error, it asks too if you want to stop the compilation, in this case was stopped to                  
see how to restart it. By typing “python __main__.py” the code starts to run. 
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3.2 “B” flux, the clean data presentation 
All the information is gathered for a future purpose such predict how the system is going to                 
behave. In the “B” flux we will see how part of this data is used to generate forecasts by                   
using models which can be of different nature. In figure 3.27 the “B” flux schema shows the                 
communications that take place in this flux and the data path and transformations. 
 

 
Figure 3.27: “B” flux, data paths 
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The data flux concerning on the utilization of this information is not completely standardized              
because each need is going to be fulfilled by different methodologies. Some extra data              
generated by the models is stored in the database some other is simply calculated each               
time. 
 

3.2.1 Temporal conditioning of stored data 
In the “A” flux the info is saved in irregular dates and usually at lower timestamps than                 
desired, so it is interesting to conditionate this data. This process will make compatible to               
join different tables by date time, this is necessary for some models. 
 
The temporal modification is done with pandas module, specifically a method called            
“resample” which can be used for data frames and for series (one column of a table                
separated). A simple example is: 
 

a 

 

                    P_load [kW]                   dt 

dt  

2020-06-02 08:22:30    -2.19935  2020-06-02 08:22:30 

2020-06-02 08:22:44    -2.20838  2020-06-02 08:22:44 

2020-06-02 08:22:59     -2.1896  2020-06-02 08:22:59 

2020-06-02 08:23:13    -2.19247  2020-06-02 08:23:13 

2020-06-02 08:23:27    -2.21532  2020-06-02 08:23:27 

2020-06-02 08:23:41    -2.24173  2020-06-02 08:23:41 

2020-06-02 08:23:55    -2.05864  2020-06-02 08:23:55 

2020-06-02 08:24:09    -2.03751  2020-06-02 08:24:09 

2020-06-02 08:24:23    -1.90098  2020-06-02 08:24:23 

2020-06-02 08:24:37    -1.90264  2020-06-02 08:24:37 

2020-06-02 08:24:51    -1.90969  2020-06-02 08:24:51 

2020-06-02 08:25:05    -1.85177  2020-06-02 08:25:05 

2020-06-02 08:25:19     -1.9216  2020-06-02 08:25:19 

2020-06-02 08:25:33     -1.9377  2020-06-02 08:25:33 

2020-06-02 08:25:47    -1.91577  2020-06-02 08:25:47 

2020-06-02 08:26:01    -1.91975  2020-06-02 08:26:01 

2020-06-02 08:26:15    -1.91392  2020-06-02 08:26:15 

2020-06-02 08:26:29    -1.91633  2020-06-02 08:26:29 

2020-06-02 08:26:43    -1.91544  2020-06-02 08:26:43 

2020-06-02 08:26:57    -1.89988  2020-06-02 08:26:57 

 

a.resample('1T').pad() 

 

                    P_load [kW]                   dt 
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dt  

2020-06-02 08:22:00         NaN                  NaN 

2020-06-02 08:23:00     -2.1896  2020-06-02 08:22:59 

2020-06-02 08:24:00    -2.05864  2020-06-02 08:23:55 

2020-06-02 08:25:00    -1.90969  2020-06-02 08:24:51 

2020-06-02 08:26:00    -1.91577  2020-06-02 08:25:47 

 

a.resample('3s').pad().head(15) 

 

                    P_load [kW]                   dt 

dt  

2020-06-02 08:22:30    -2.19935  2020-06-02 08:22:30 

2020-06-02 08:22:33    -2.19935  2020-06-02 08:22:30 

2020-06-02 08:22:36    -2.19935  2020-06-02 08:22:30 

2020-06-02 08:22:39    -2.19935  2020-06-02 08:22:30 

2020-06-02 08:22:42    -2.19935  2020-06-02 08:22:30 

2020-06-02 08:22:45    -2.20838  2020-06-02 08:22:44 

2020-06-02 08:22:48    -2.20838  2020-06-02 08:22:44 

2020-06-02 08:22:51    -2.20838  2020-06-02 08:22:44 

2020-06-02 08:22:54    -2.20838  2020-06-02 08:22:44 

2020-06-02 08:22:57    -2.20838  2020-06-02 08:22:44 

2020-06-02 08:23:00     -2.1896  2020-06-02 08:22:59 

2020-06-02 08:23:03     -2.1896  2020-06-02 08:22:59 

2020-06-02 08:23:06     -2.1896  2020-06-02 08:22:59 

2020-06-02 08:23:09     -2.1896  2020-06-02 08:22:59 

2020-06-02 08:23:12     -2.1896  2020-06-02 08:22:59 

Figure 3.28: Resampling demonstrations 
 
The resample functions adds or subtracts rows to the dataframe and the method “pad()” fills               
these rows. There exist some methods to fill the rows, the one used in all the cases is the                   
pad() since it handles correctly with upsampling and downsampling processes. This           
treatment is applied to a subtable extracted from the table where the parameters the model               
needs are stored. Figure 3.29 shows this procedure. 
 

 
Figure 3.29: “B” flux procedure 

 
The BBDD module accounts with some methods to extract subtable easily for the models.              
The methods are: 

- self.import_BBDD(self) 
- self.extract(self,days_from_today:int=0, ndays:int=1) 
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- self.extract_weekday(self,weekday) 
 

Import_BBDD 
This function imports the complete table, this functionality is useful when developing            
because it allows to search inside the table where the things are. However is not efficient                
when the columns/rows searched are localized since it occupies space in the memory             
importing a big table. An example of calling this function is: 
 

from BBDD import BBDD 

 

loads_forecast_BBDD=BBDD('loads_forecast') 

fore_l_df=loads_forecast_BBDD.import_BBDD() 

Figure 3.30: import_BBDD example usage 

Extract 
This function imports just a piece of the table, making the compilation faster. Specifically it               
extracts the rows that are in the temporal space defined in the inputs. The inputs are                
“days_from_today” and “ndays” which constitute a structure widely used in the modules of             
this program for its simplicity and because it fits easily with the temporal needs of the                
system. An example of utilization: 
 

from BBDD import BBDD 

PV_forecast_BBDD=BBDD('PV_forecast_BBDD') 

PV_forecast_BBDD.extract(0,1) 

Figure 3.31: extract example usage 
 
This example will only extract the PV parameters of today. 
 

Extract_weekday 
This method has an input called “weekday” if you set a “0” the resulting output will be a                  
dataframe with data of all the mondays stored in the table queried. For example: 
 

from BBDD import BBDD 

PV_forecast_BBDD=BBDD('PV_forecast_BBDD') 

PV_forecast_BBDD.extract(0) #mondays 

Figure 3.32: extract_weekday example usage 
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3.2.2 Models of the system and inputs for the HEMS 
There are four models in the system, some of them give their outputs as inputs of other                 
models. 

 
Figure 3.33: The developed models and its interrelation 

 

Irradiance 
There are several ways to obtain the theoretical irradiance that a specific surface will receive               
which can be grouped in: 

- Analytical method 
- External resources method 

The analytical method uses the trigonometry and other physics equations to determine this             
irradiance, lots of information about this can be found in [22]. The empirical method should               
be the other option, but since some of the equations and factors used in the analytical                
method we could say that the analytical method is more or less a mix. The external                
resources method comes by connecting with external platforms such PVGis [23] and its             
non-interactive service, empirical mostly. Or using a specific library which does this            
calculations, analytical mostly. 
 
For previous experience doing it by yourself leads to not satisfactory results so the analytical               
method is automatically discarded. The two other methods are studied. 
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The strategy is to obtain the clear sky irradiance for an specific surface located at a specific                 
point in the earth (coordinates) and with specific tilt and aspect. Later this irradiance should               
pass to the forecasted irradiance model where some weather parameters will affect its             
shape. 
PVGis returned a curve of irradiance accomplishing the previous requirements but for a             
mean day for each month as shown below. This requires a data treatment to fulfill the                
dataframe for all the days of the year with an interpolation. So the PVGis is discarded. 
 

 
Figure 3.34: Irradiation components per month mean day by PVGis 

 
In python exists a library called pvlib [24] which was originally from Matlab and it provides                
several classes to simulate a pv system, the irradiance is imported and used. This module               
allows to ask the clear sky irradiance using the “days_from_today”, “ndays” and “freq”             
structure, since it is very helpful it is the method chosen. 

 
Figure 3.35: Clear sky Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) and Plane of Array irradiance 

(POA) 
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The POA irradiance is the one used to make the predictions. The module uses a method of                 
a location class called get_clearsky. An example of usage is shown below. Note in figure               
3.35 that the POA irradiance is deviated compared to GHI but not very much that is because                 
the array has a very low tilt, more or less of 7 degrees and west oriented [25].  
 

from pvlib import location, irradiance 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

import pandas as pd 

 

# parameters definition 

lat=41.1235... 

lon=1.1235... 

tilt=7 

surface_azimuth=150 

days_from_today=0 

ndays=2 

freq=15 

initial_date=(datetime.now()+timedelta(days=days_from_today)).strftime('

%m-%d-%Y') 

 

# Create the location object and the time range  

site_location=location.Location(lat, lon, tz='Europe/Madrid') 

times = pd.date_range(initial_date, freq=str(freq)+'min',    

periods=60/freq*24*ndays,tz=site_location.tz) 

 

# use the api from pvlib to obtain the clearsky of the specific lcoation 

clearsky = site_location.get_clearsky(times) 

 

# pass from the GHI to POA by using get_total_irradiance 

solar_position = site_location.get_solarposition(times=times) 

        POA_irradiance = irradiance.get_total_irradiance( 

            surface_tilt=tilt, 

            surface_azimuth=surface_azimuth, 

            dni=clearsky['dni'], 

            ghi=clearsky['ghi'], 

            dhi=clearsky['dhi'], 

            solar_zenith=solar_position['apparent_zenith'], 

            solar_azimuth=solar_position['azimuth']) 

Figure 3.36: example of obtaining the POA irradiance for today and tomorrow 
 
Note that the code in figure 3.36 is not object oriented programming, a module called               
“irradiance.py” is developed to easily use this feature, in the same module the forecasted              
irradiance is implemented. This model is not completed at all because inputs such albedo              
effect are not given, so the diffuse component of the irradiation is not taken into account, but                 
as a first stage model is enough. 
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Forecasted irradiance 
Once obtained the data frame of POA irradiance it has to be treated with the forecasted                
weather in the location, to do so the weather forecasted data is extracted from the database. 
At that point we have 2 dataframes with data that has to interactuate. To ease this process                 
the irradiation data frame is obtained with the following characteristics: 

- 15 minutes timestamp 
- 5 days forward from today 

The weather dataframe extracted is: 
- 3 hour timestamp 
- 5 days forward today 

So the weather data frame is resampled as explained in 3.2.1 to 15 minutes timestep. Now                
similar size dataframes are obtained, probably the number of rows is different because the              
weather database and the forecasted model are not called in the “data_caller.py” at the              
same time but it is not a problem. A left join is performed. 
Joining tables is a widely used method in data analysis and consists on merging two tables                
by one common column, in this case the datetime, adding to the first table the columns of                 
the second table. The suffix “left” means that if a datetime is non existent in the first table but                   
existent in the second table this row will be ignored, the other way around the row values will                  
be filled with “Nan” values. 
The expected irradiance over the array is a simple calculation: 
f fective OA cloudinesse irradiance = P irradiance * %  

The resulting effective irradiance is shown below in figure 3.37. 
 

 
Figure 3.37: POA irradiation vs effective calculated irradiation 
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The output of this module is a dataframe of the weather parameters and two additional               
columns, POA and effective irradiance. In future versions this modelization will be compared             
with forecast modules already existent in pvlib library. By the moment it is a good trade off                 
between complexity and results. 
 
A continuation this process in code format is shown: 
 

# extract the weather parameters from the database 

forecast_weather_BBDD=BBDD(BBDDs) 

weather_df=forecast_weather_BBDD.extract(days_from_today,ndays) 

weather_df=weather_df.reset_index(drop=True) 

 

# save into a variable the outputs of the irradiance model 

irradiance=self.get_net_irradiance(days_from_today,freq,ndays) 

POA_irradiance=irradiance['POA'] 

 

#convert 'dt' column into datetime type (if it is not already), set it             

as index of the dataframe, add timezone to the datetime type           

(imprescindible for the join) 

weather_df['dt'] = pd.to_datetime(weather_df['dt']) 

weather_df.index = weather_df['dt'] 

weather_df=weather_df.tz_localize(self.tz) 

del weather_df['dt'] 

 

# convert all the columns of the dataframe into numeric, imprescindible           

for resampling method to work 

for col in weather_df: 

     weather_df[col] = pd.to_numeric(weather_df[col], errors='coerce') 

 

# resample from 3h to 15 minutes with the pad() method 

weather_df=weather_df.resample(str(freq)+'T').pad() 

 

# perform the join and the effective irradiance calculation 

df =weather_df.join(POA_irradiance, lsuffix='_caller', rsuffix='_other') 

df['eff_irrad']=(1-df['clouds all']/100)*df['POA'] 

Figure 3.38: process to compute the effective irradiance 
 

Production forecast 
The single diode model is an analytical model that simplifies the pv cell operation to a single                 
diode. 
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Figure 3.39: Electrical circuit of the single cell model. Source= Sandia National Laboratories 
[26] 

 
To obtain the parameters of the cell and its production some equations shown in [26] are                
evaluated in a loop. That is because the independent variable is not the time, but the voltage                 
of the cell, so for the same moment with the same weather conditions the cell could generate                 
a lot or nothing depending on how it is controlled. Then a new element enters the scene, the                  
mppt tracker (maximum power point tracker) which is an electronic device that continuously             
searches for the voltage (independent variable) that generates the maximum energy [27]. In             
figure 3.41 you can see how it looks like. 
 
The inputs of the model are several, they are listed below: 
 

Group Name Value Description Destination 

PV array num_panels 12 The number of   
panels in the   
array 

Multiply the  
output power of   
the model  
and/or the DC   
voltage of the   
series 
connected array 

Panel model Panel name LONGi_Green_
Energy_Techno
logy_Co___Ltd
__LR6_72PE_3
60M 

The panel  
commercial 
model  

CECMod 
database in  
pvlib to extract   
module 
parameters 

alpha_sc Temperature 
coefficient of  
short-circuit 

0.003686  
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current 

a_ref modified ideality  
factor 

1.89500699999
99999 

 

I_L_ref reference light  
current (A) 

9.703366  

I_o_ref Reference diode  
reverse 
saturation 
current (A) 

1.016265e-10  

R_sh_ref Shunt resistance  
( ) 

943.829773  

R_s series resistance  
( ) 

0.327599  

Weather 
parameters 

eff_irrad [800,900,1000,9
00,...] 

Array usually  
with values  
between 0 and   
1000 W/m2 

To calculate the   
cell working  
temperature 
and the desoto   
calculation 

main temp [25,26,27,26,...] Array of  
temperatures in  
ºC 

To calculate the   
cell working  
temperature 
 

wind speed [1,5,4,2,...] Array of wind   
speeds in m/s 

Cell 
temperature 
parameters 

a -3.56 Parameters in  
[28] 

b -0.075 

deltaT 0 

irrad_ref 1000 Reference 
irradiance 

Physical 
parameters 

EgRef 1.121 Reference 
energy gap 

Desoto 
calculation [29] 

dEgdT -0.0002677 Temperature 
coefficient of  
Energy gap  

 
Table 3.1: The parameters and inputs for the PV model compilation 

 
How it is structured in the code: 
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Figure 3.40: Data flow and orders direction of the PV model 
 
Figure 3.40 shows how the information is trespassed and modified when modelling the pv              
system, first it is necessary to define the object “PV” with the number of panels, the name of                  
the module and the type of modelizations (corrected=0 or 1). Latter call the function              
“sim_PV_power” that will call other functions asking for data, this chain effect ends on the               
forecasted irradiance model that will send its output, see “forecasted irradiance”. The            
function conditions will calculate the cell temperature by using a method in a pvlib object               
“temperature” called “sapm_cell” [28]. 
The Desoto function returns 5 parameters to evaluate the PV curves which is done in the                
“PV_curves_info” function that returns the curves data. These curves looks like below: 
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Figure 3.41: photovoltaic curves. Source: Read the docs “pvlib” [24] 
 
All the data is stored in the database. 
 

Consumption forecast 
The consumption predictions when you only have the information of the general            
consumption, without distinguishing the loads, has to be done empirically and relying in the              
habits of the users and maybe on the weather. As a first approximation a mean day forecast                 
is calculated, this modelization basically calculates the minute mean consumption per each            
weekday and uses it as a prediction. Since different methodologies can take place a library               
called forecaster.py is created. This library has an class named consumption and in it there               
is a main method “mean_day” that performs this calculation. In the future if other              
approximations are developed more methods could be added to this class. 
 
As figure 3.29 shows the first step is to extract from the database all the entries stored                 
referring to mondays for example. The next step would be resampling, but in this case a                
previous step is necessary. Resampling is similar to a “group by” but for datetimes, if we                
need to calculate the mean value of the minute 206 of all the mondays we have to tell to                   
pandas that this registration belongs to minute 206 of an specific day, so the apply method                
has to be used to the dataframe. The apply method is a feature in pandas that allows to                  
apply a calculation to a series of a dataframe more efficiently than performing a loop. The                
function is named “massive_rounder” its name refers to the possibility of rounding a 2 or a 3                 
to a 0 or a 6 to a 5 depending on the inputs, it works for datetimes. Let’s see the function: 
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df['timer'] =  

df.dt.apply(self.massive_rounder,groupsize=1,groups=int(60)) 

 

 

def massive_rounder(self, element, groupsize, groups): 

  

    for i in range(groups): 

        if element.time().minute < (groupsize*(range(groups)[i]+1)): 

            return range(groups)[i] + element.time().hour*groups 

Figure 3.42: usage of apply method with the massive_rounder function 
 
Note that the first two arguments “self” and “element” are not explicitly given, “self” makes               
reference to the class object and the element is “df.dt” which means the column named “dt”                
of the dataframe named “df”. The massive rounder is returning the minute number of the day                
because the group size is 1 minute and exists 60 groups each hour. If we wanted to get the                   
5 minutes slot number of each element the “groupsize” would be 5 and the “grups” variable                
would be 12. The result is a new column containing this value. 
 
Now a group by can be performed because it will group all the minutes number 206 of the                  
mondays and do a “mean()” for example. 
 

df = df.rename(columns={'P_load [kW]': 'P_load'}) 

df.P_load=pd.to_numeric(df.P_load) 

mean_DAY=df.groupby('timer').P_load.mean() 

mean_DAY=mean_DAY.to_frame() 

Figure 3.43: Group by method 
 
See that as with the resampling method the column has to be converted to numeric type,                
once done the group by the variable is converted to a dataframe, it was a series object, and                  
is ready to be resampled at the desired frequency for its storage. This would be the                
consumption prediction for mondays, when compiled inside a loop the forecast is for all the               
week. In order to maintain a bit of congruency the forecast is only 5 days forward as the                  
weather and the production forecasts are. 
 

Corrected weather PV model 
The corrected weather PV model appeared with the aim to compare the scoring of the               
forecast production model done with 5 days forward weather parameters that are not             
actualized with the free version of open weather map source. Once compared the real              
production and the forecasted was observed that maybe if the weather parameters were             
more accurate the predictions would be better. So the corrected weather PV model             
calculates the expected production backwards since it uses the current weather parameters            
stored in the “current_weather_BBDD.p” table. 
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The procedure is the same with the difference that when creating the PV object the input                
parameter “corrected” must be set to 1. Thanks to it the pv curves information is stored in a                  
different table of the database called “PV_corr_forecast_BBDD.p” as can be seen in figure             
3.40. 
 

3.3 The process data representation 
An advantage of storing the historical data is to perform analysis with it, take decisions,               
extract reports or visualize it. Mostly the first step is the visualization because by doing it is                 
easier to detect where and which analisis has to be performed, which decisions would be               
fine to take and what is the interesting information a final user wants to see in a report.                  
Summarizing, it clarifies the path. 
 
A module is developed to represent graphically the data, the objective of it is to be easy to                  
use and well formatted. Hence the one line pretty plot is the dogma. The module is called                 
analytics.py and is the first one developed that has two class in it. The first class is called                  
“plotter” and has a method “lines” that plots a line graphic, the second one is called “scoring”                 
and contains a generic method that returns the scores of the forecast. The name states the                
aim of the module, a library made to analyse the data. 
 

3.3.1 Plotter 
The plotter class contains a method that zips the matplotlib functionalities into a line, it is                
possible by assuming an static theme for the plots, with a pretty design this drawback is                
solved.  
 
The plot allows up to 6 different lines in the same plot, this limitation could be saved easily                  
by adding more colors but is assumed that so much lines are not efficiently readable. A                
continuation an example for calling this function is shown. 
 

#first define the object 

plots=plotter() 

 

#now plot a lines graph of consumption vs production 

plots.lines(BBDDs=['grid_BBDD'],Columns=['P_PV [kW]','P_load  

[kW]'],frequencies=[15,2],y_label='power kW',title='Production vs   

consumption', legend=['Production','Consumption'],  

signs=[1,-1],days_from_today=-1,ndays=1,save='consum_vs_producció')  

Figure 3.44: Example of a data representation code 
 
The lines method has several inputs, it's the price to pay for having compressed so much                
functionalities, these inputs are: 

- BBDDs 
- Columns 
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- Frequencies 
- Y_label 
- Title 
- Legend 
- Signs 
- Days_from_today 
- Ndays 
- Save 

 
First we tell the names of the databases where to find the data to plot, if they are in different                    
tables it's just necessary to write their names for example: 
 

BBDDs = ['grid_BBDD', 'car_BBDD',...] # the order is not important 

 
The order is not important for this input, the second input are the names of the columns we                  
want to plot, the columns of the dataframes. They will be the values of the plot and the                  
column called ‘dt’ will be used as “x” axis, it is not necessary to be given, lets see it: 

Columns= ['P_PV [kW]','P_load [kW]',...] #order not important 

Check out that the order is not relevant either, and the columns are only from ‘grid_BBDD’. 
Now the frequencies represent the granularity of the data representation, this parameter is             
interesting because permits to low the resolution of the plot and gain visual clarity or the                
inverse and gain detail. It is given in a list and the order is important, the first value will be                    
used with the photovoltaic power and the second for the load power. 
The “y_label”, title and legend are very common. The title additionally adds the information of               
the date range plotted without having to write it. The signs is important since the load power                 
is stored as negative values and has to be multiplied by -1 to be correctly plotted this                 
parameter could be used as a multiplier. The “Days_from_today” and “Ndays” structure is             
used here again and is found to be very useful to easily set the dates of the plot. Finally the                    
“save” input is an added feature, when given the program automatically saves the picture              
with the name set, if the parameter is not given the image is not saved to “.png”. 
 

Consumption and production 
In this chapter different plots are shown and commented. 
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Figure 3.45: Consumption of a monday 

 

 
Figure 3.46: Consumption of a sunday 
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The consumption patterns differ notoriously between a weekday and weekend, due to the             
change on the habits. Note that the context is in the middle of the confinement due to the                  
COVID-19 pandemic [30] where the integrants of the house are usually working from home.              
A fast analysis is that most of the consumption peaks are due to the water heater of 1500                  
kW and other heating appliances from the kitchen, washing machine and dishwasher. The             
electronic devices define the base consumption, laptops, phones and of course the fridge             
and freezer are the base peaks that are clear in night hours. 
The code used to plot them is shown below, the frequency chosen is 2 minutes. 

plots.lines(BBDDs=['grid_BBDD'],Columns=['P_load 

[kW]'],frequencies=[2],y_label='power kW',title='Sunday consumption',   

legend=['Consumption'], 

signs=[-1],days_from_today=-7,ndays=1,save='consum diumenge') 

Figure 3.47: Consumption of a sunday code 
 
When adding to the plot the consumption it is easy to see when the self consumption takes                 
place. 

 
Figure 3.48: Consumption vs production for a sunny day 
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Figure 3.49: Consumption vs production for a cloudy day 

 
The match dilema is evidentiated in figures 3.48 and 3.49, even for a sunny day generating a                 
lot more doesn’t mean more renewables penetration. The extra energy is sold to the grid and                
used by a neighbour, but there is a limit of acceptance, the DSM the storage and                
combination with other renewables. 
 

plots.lines(BBDDs=['grid_BBDD'],Columns=['P_PV [kW]','P_load  

[kW]'],frequencies=[15,2],y_label='power kW',title='Production vs   

consumption', legend=['Production','Consumption'],  

signs=[1,-1],days_from_today=-1,ndays=1,save='consum_vs_producció_lleig'

) 

Figure 3.50: Consumption vs production for a cloudy day code 
 
The data may have some missing values, due to internet errors or outages that occurred in                
rainy days, when plotting them the behave is correct by maintaining the spaces correctly. 
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Figure 3.51: Consumption and generation for 5 days with missing values. 
 

Forecasts 
It is nice to see how are the predictions behaving versus the real data. In the system two                  
forecasts are calculated and a corrected forecast is also implemented, lets see how they              
perform. 
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Figure 3.52: Forecasted consumption vs real consumption 
 
The consumption forecast looks well in a plot, some days seems more accurate and some               
other leser, the evaluation of this forecasts is calculated in the scoring section. The              
consumption in general is a representation of some habits in the house life that make it                
generally predictable. 
 
For the production the estimation is less precise for three reasons. The weather forecast is               
not enough precise, the values are in timestamps of 3 hours and calculated five days ago. It                 
is observed that the forecasts are not changing if they are requested the next day, hence this                 
is a big source of imprecision. The second reason is the model of forecasted irradiance is a                 
first estimation, a trade-off between accuracy and time. The third reason is the photovoltaic              
model which is not matching the real production even for a sunny day, there is a clear bias. 
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Figure 3.53: Production forecast vs corrected forecast and real production 
 
As can be observed the forecasts are not precise and the corrected are better, the current                
weather is actualized every 10 minutes so offer more granularity. The bias i observed clearly               
in the curvature between the corrected and the real production. 
 

Other plots 
Other interesting plots from the rest of the database are: 
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Figure 3.54: Car plug and charging status and the state of charge 

 
Figure 3.55: The net power balance of the system 
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Figure 3.56: Grid voltage and frequency parameters 

 

 
Figure 3.57: Real vs modeled array DC voltage 
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Figure 3.58: Temperatures 

 
Figure 3.59: Wind speed and cloudiness index from the current weather database 
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3.3.2 Scoring 
After seeing all the plotted data it is expected to evaluate it by means of accuracy in the                  
predictions. To evaluate forecasts a system of scoring is used and implemented in the              
analytics.py module. This scoring evaluates two curves the real and the forecasted and             
returns four indicators and one array: 

- MAPE stands for mean absolute percentage error [31] 
- RMSE stands for root-mean-square error [32] 
- Bias [33] 
- MAE stands for mean absolute error [34] 
- Forecast error [35] 

A continuation some forecasts will be evaluated using the scoring class which is specially              
made for that, this class has a principal function called “some_scores” which is used as               
follows: 

pv_scores=sc.some_scores(BBDDs=['grid_BBDD','PV_forecast_BBDD'],Columns=

['P_PV [kW]','p_mp'],frequencies=5,  

signs=[1,1],days_from_today=-5,ndays=5) 

Figure 3.60: Code for scoring 
 
It is simpler than the plotter but returns also the plot, it is customizable it allows to indicate                  
the y_lables, title,... It has a drawback that accepts just two curves, and the order is                
important, the first columns refers to the first database. A powerful feature compared to              
“plotter” is that it allows to plot two columns of different databases with the same name. 
 

Production forecast scoring 
The first one to be analyzed is the forecasted production, this forecast is the one that relies                 
on more steps, each one with its own deviations. Hence it is expected to have the worst                 
scorings. The analysis will be performed within all the days with registration. The code is: 
 

sc=scoring() 

pv_scores=sc.some_scores(BBDDs=['grid_BBDD','PV_forecast_BBDD'],Columns=

['P_PV [kW]','p_mp'],frequencies=15,  

signs=[1,1],days_from_today=-18,ndays=18,title='Production forecast  

scoring graph',save='Production forecast scoring graph') 

Figure 3.61: Code for production forecast scoring 
 
A plot is shown for the 18 days, this is useful if some datas has to be omitted. In this case                     
the first two days present a bug therefore will be erased for the scoring calculation. The                
inputs “days_from_today” and “ndays” will be set to 16. 
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Figure 3.62: Production scoring graph for 18 days 
 
The scores are shown in “Summarized scorings”. 
 

Corrected weather production model 
To calculate the scores of the corrected production is very useful to identify the inaccuracies               
of production forecasts. These inaccuracies comes from the weather forecasts see in            
“weather parameters scoring” and from the PV model. The code is: 
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Figure 3.63: Production corrected weather scoring graph for 16 days 
 

Weather parameters scoring 
The weather parameters that influentiate in the modelization are the wind speed, the             
temperature and the cloudiness index. The code is: 
 
  

cloud_scores=sc.some_scores(BBDDs=['current_weather_BBDD','forecast_weat

her_BBDD'],Columns=['clouds all','clouds all'],frequencies=15,   

signs=[1,1],days_from_today=-16,ndays=16,y_label='Cloudiness 

index',title='Weather forecast cloudiness scoring',save='Cloudiness    

scoring') 

 

temperature_scores=sc.some_scores(BBDDs=['current_weather_BBDD','forecas

t_weather_BBDD'],Columns=['main temp','main temp'],frequencies=15,   

signs=[1,1],days_from_today=-16,ndays=16,y_label='Temperature 

K',title='Weather forecast temperature scoring',save='Temperature    

scoring') 

 

wind_speed_scores=sc.some_scores(BBDDs=['current_weather_BBDD','forecast

_weather_BBDD'],Columns=['wind speed','wind speed'],frequencies=15,   

signs=[1,1],days_from_today=-16,ndays=16,y_label='Wind speed  

m/s',title='Weather forecast wind speed scoring',save='Wind speed      

scoring') 
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The resulting plots are: 

 
Figure 3.64: Cloudiness index for the last 16 days current vs forecasted 

 
Figure 3.65: Temperatures for the last 16 days current vs forecasted 
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Figure 3.66: Wind speeds for the last 16 days current vs forecasted 

 

Consumption forecast scoring 
 
The consumption forecasts doesn’t rely on mathematical models but on empirical data            
treated in a reasonable way. Reasonable because it is arguable that the consumption of a               
thursday will be similar to the consumption of the previous thursdays. The code used to               
calculate the scores is: 

load_scores=sc.some_scores(BBDDs=['grid_BBDD','loads_forecast'],Columns=

['P_load [kW]','P_load'],frequencies=5,  

signs=[-1,-1],days_from_today=-16,ndays=16,y_label='Consumption 

kW',title='Consumption forecast scoring',save='Consumption forecast    

scoring') 

Figure 3.67: Load scoring code 
 
And the resulting plot: 
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Figure 3.68: Consumption for the last 16 days the real vs the forecasted 

 

Summarized scorings 
The scores are useful to compare different models for the same purpose and identify the one                
more suitable in terms of accuracy and execution time. In this section different scores will be                
compared even though each one refers to different purposes, the objectives is to have a               
frame of reference for these values. 
 
 

 Production 
forecast 

Corrected 
weather 
production 
model 

Cloudines
s 

Temperatu
res 

Wind 
speed 

Consumpti
on 

MAPE 109.93 % 136.19 % 118.76 % 0.41 % 60.00 % 89.86 % 

RMSE 1.238 kW 1.009 kW 38.354 % 1.509 K 1.734 m/s 0.748 kW 

Bias 0.531 kW 0.059 kW 14.399 % 0.365 K 0.021 m/s -0.045 kW 

MAE 0.864 kW 0.797 kW 28.893 % 1.209 K 1.338 m/s 0.430 kW 

Table 3.2: Forecast scoring 
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The MAPE is a percentual value when closer to 0 is better accuracy, note that the values are                  
mostly next to 100% this is due to the huge number of zeros in the curves, the zeros inflate                   
the indicator [36]. 
 
The RMSE and MAE have the same units and represent the mean of the error, but with                 
particularities. The RMSE is the square root of the mean of the squared errors, the value is                 
amplified when there exist punctual errors that are very high compared to others. So when               
the two values are close to each other means that the error is of similar magnitude most of                  
the time. This can be denoted when comparing the production scores and the consumption              
scores. Usually the consumption prediction is more accurate than the production but the             
RMSE/MAE is comparatively bigger than for production forecasts. This is due to the non              
mathematical model, which is blind in front of a sudden load connection or disconnection, for               
production even the error is higher in general the times are fitting better. 
 
The bias represents an offset for the absolute values. This means that if to the forecasted                
curve we add systematically the bias value to each point the bisa will end being 0. To do this                   
can end up increasing the rest of the scores. It is interesting for the energetical curves to see                  
the final energy bias magnitude. 
 

 Production forecast Corrected weather  
production model 

Consumption 

Biased power 0.531 kW 0.059 kW -0.045 kW 

frequency 15 min 15 min 5 min 

Biased energy per   
frequency 

0,132 kWh 0,015 kWh -0,004 kWh 

Biased energy per   
day 

12,7 kWh 1,41 kWh -1,08 kWh 

Table 3.3: Energy bias 
 
The negative means that the forecast estimates a higher amount of energy. The photovoltaic              
forecast has a huge deviation in terms of energy. 
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4. Budget 
This economic analysis is divided in different sections where the situation of a self-employed              
engineer is considered. The derived costs will be necessary to be understood to set the final                
price. 

4.1 Costs 
This project took approximately 75 working days with 4 working hours. A little bit less than 2                 
working months. The costs related to meals and transport can be partially neglected if the               
working place is the home itself, if not these costs and the rent of a studio could be deducted                   
and therefore included in the price. 

The other costs are the ones concerning to materials and licenses. The material used is a                
computer with Microsoft Office license. 

And finally the legal costs such the monthly payment 267 € for the fiscal state of                
self-employed and 100 € for the service of consulting. 
 

Concept Cost % of application Applied cost 

Meals 1.950,00 € 10%  195,00 € 

Transport  200,00 € 10%  20,00 € 

Rent 
        1.600,00 € 0% 

 - 
€ 

Computer         1.000,00 € 10%  100,00 € 

Microsoft license  50,00 € 33%  16,50 € 

RETA payment       1.068,00 € 50% 534,00 € 

Consulting          400,00 € 100%  400,00 € 

Total         1.265,50 € 

Table 4.1: Project costs 
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4.2 Price of the project itself 

This section is thought to reflect the expected salary of the engineer who worked on it. For a                  
self-employee the final benefits of its activity represent its salary. On this price has to be                
taken into account a lot of uncontrollable variables such risk, publicity costs, or job insecurity               
in terms of finding work or not. These variables are not possible to be count easily. And other                  
taxes such IRPF that are applied over the benefit and represent the 20 % and have to be                  
paid. 

A price of 40 € per hour can be applied. Over 300 hours are spent on the project so this will                     
represent 12.000 €. This will consolidate a net salary for the four months of 9.600 € a 20 %                   
of IRPF is extracted so 2.400 €. 

4.3 The final price 

The final price of the project will be the sum of the costs plus the price of the project and                    
applying the correspondent taxes. 

The client is a university so a juridic entity receiving a professional job, therefore the               
retention must be applied. 

Concept Taxable 
base 

Units IVA Retention Final cost 

Material costs 1.265,50 € 1 21% -7% 1.424,06 € 

Engineering 
hours 

40 € 300 21% -7% 13.503,6€ 

Total         14.927,66 € 

Table 4.2: Final invoice 
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5. Environmental impact assessment 
The environmental impact of this study is analyzed for the computing system, delimited with              
the following premises: 

- The devices used in this study were already existent so allocated impact on the              
environment when manufactured is neglected 

- The computing consumption from the servers providing information is also neglected           
since it is not massive and the use of local databases is precisely for avoiding               
unnecessary requests. 

- The same way the possible positive impacts on the environment resulting of the             
efficient use of the energy thanks to the final product are not calculated since the               
product is not terminated 

So the impact is the electrical energy consumption of the computer and screens attached to               
it. 
 

 Laptop Screen 

Max power 0,065 kW 0,024 kW 

Mean power 0,035 kW 0,02 kW 

Time 300h + 17days * 20h = 640h 
(includes the continuous recapting    
data process for 17 days) 

300 h 

Energy usage 22,4 kWh 6 kWh 

% Self Consumption 60% Estimated 80% Estimated 

Grid CO2 emissions per    
kWh 

0,241 kg/kWh [37] 0,241 kg/kWh 

PV CO2 emissions per kWh 0,045 kg/kWh [38] 0,045 kg/kWh  

Total emissions of CO2    
equivalent without self   
consumption 

5,4 kg of CO2 equivalent 1,4 kg of CO2 equivalent 

Total emissions of CO2    
equivalent with self   
consumption 

2,8 kg of CO2 equivalent 0,5 kg of CO2 equivalent 

Table 5.1: Environmental impact calculations 
 
The total impact would have been of 6,8 kg of CO2 equivalent but thanks to the self                 
consumption of solar energy it is reduced to 3,3 kg of CO2 a 52 % of reduction. 
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6. Planification  
The project development is divided in 3 stages, deliverables, research and evaluation. The             
bigger tasks are shown in gray, and the achieved milestones can also be observed. (Figures               
6.1 and 6.2). 

 
Figure 6.1: First part of the planification of the project 

 

 
Figure 6.2: Second part of the project planification 
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Conclusions and further research 
 
The optimal control of the loads in a household can lead to interesting economic savings, the                
quantification of the magnitude of them is an important part for almost all the developing               
projects. In addition to the economic savings the benefits a correct DSM can provide to the                
grid and the renewables are important enough to find the HEMS interesting. The project              
started by quantifying the potentiality of this platform by calculating the range of potential              
savings for different situations and concluded the reaffirming the importance of it. 
 
The results are rewarding and they fulfill the listed requirements, the developed pipeline is              
ready to be implemented in a real HEMS. The code is functional and autonomous, it has                
been running for 18 consecutive days storing data every 10 seconds, draining the database              
up to 97.000 rows for the biggest table which is the “grid_BBDD”. It was connected actively                
with errors and without to multiple platforms and it drained a database with interesting data               
for energetical analysis such temperatures, wind speeds, consumption power, generation          
power, grid frequency and voltage, etc. Some analysis using the stored data were performed              
such production and consumption forecasts, doing them in a robust way wouldn’t have been              
possible without the database managing tool developed “BBDD.py”. This module provided           
flexibility and versatility to the data pipeline by using protocols that allow to extract and insert                
data safely. This protocols are the ones used in SQL “Structured Query Language” which is               
an standardized language for relational databases and is intrinsic in the used pandas library.              
The database managing tool combined with matplotlib library returned useful and visual            
representations of the data, those two functionalities along with the numpy matrix library             
were gathered in an “analytics.py” module. It facilitated the plotting and the quantifiable             
analysis of the forecasts all in one line the “one line pretty plot “. 
 
All those steps are the result of a conscious programming methodology which helps the              
modelization of the system. In the same line, the last objective concerning on scalability of               
the project is supported by the programming approach, the OOP. It is a very useful paradigm                
that introduces a powerful logical order in the code allowing at the same time an easy third                 
party participation by adding new elements. They can be added in form of classes in already                
existing modules or by creating new ones. Examples of future new integrations would be              
interesting loads such water heaters, climatization elements, programmable appliances such          
the dishwasher and a long etcetera. 
 
To complete the HEMS further works are necessary, and they are distributed in three              
research paths. The functional works, they are the ones that will consummate the platform,              
specifically are the addition of an optimization engine, and actuation hardware. They are in              
charge to address the decision taking challenge and to make it possible in real loads and                
other devices. Then, another research path deals with generalization works. They take this             
name because of the objectives they fetch. These works would emphasize on making the              
platform usable in more environments like distribution grids, with more elements that can be              
batteries, climatization control, displaceable loads, wind power, etc. 
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Last but not least, interactive works is the latter research path considered as a future work. It                 
would take the platform to another level in terms of interaction, this higher level visualization               
would allow more users to understand, choose preferences, set parameters, etc. It Would             
also make stress in the results awareness with interactive dashboards and similar. 
The completion of the further tasks will end with a device able to actuate actively in the                 
demand side management and clearing the way for The transition in the electric system. 
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Appendix 

A Learnings 
 
This section of the appendix focuses on giving more information about the learned subjects              
in python programming and in general. This knowledge was little or inexistent at the              
beginning of the project and really has a huge importance during all the development of it. 
 
These skills are schematized below. 

- To code based on Git methodology, research and change of habits was required             
since this methodology was never used before either known. 

- Use of APIs, its use opens the possibilities of developing functional programs to             
incredible levels. There is some knowledge about the use of this tools but further              
theory research is necessary due to different complexities and types of APIs. In this              
project several application programming interfaces will be used, to communicate with           
the car, with the inverter, with the transmission system operator and with the weather              
station. 

- Python coding the Object Oriented Programming and other capabilities. 
 
In the following sections the remarkable knowledge is reported for future understanding. 
 

Git methodology 
Git is an open-source version control system, started by Linus Torvalds, the Linux creator.              
The definition of this concept is better when explained in its context, when a developer write                
a code makes constant changes to solve problems, add new features or simply continue              
completing the algorithm. These changes represent at the end new versions of the code,              
version control systems save these versions in a repository to ease the collaboration with              
other developers or give the possibility to return back, to a working version, when a bug                
appears and cannot be detected easily. 
 
GitHub and GitLab are the web pages consulted for the accomplishment of this project, their               
structure for the projects is as follows. Each project is saved in a repository “repo” in it the                  
files that compose it are saved and with them their versions. As a user you can fork a                  
“repo” which means to create a new project based off of someone else’s project, in this way                 
it is possible to work over an already done code to accommodate it to your personal needs.                 
On the other way exists the pull request, when you fork a “repo” and make on it fancy                  
changes and then want this effort to be recognized by the original developers or even               
included in the official project you can do a pull request. At this point the owners will be able                   
to take a look on the codes and compare and decide whether or not include it [39]. 
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When you want to have some code in your laptop and work on it, fork it and then use git                    
clone with the http… provided by GitHub for example in the specific folder where you will                
work.  
 
Some other interesting functions for git are: 

- git clone https... 
- git status 
- git add filename 
- git commit -m “description” 
- git push origin master 
- git diff filename 
- git log 
- git checkout 1aaqbf… 
- git checkout master 

 

Python coding 
All the code is developed in python, the communications, the modelizations the data             
treatment,... And each of them requires knowledge of specific ítems. 
 
For the communications the use of libraries such requests and the definition of classes              
make the code difficult to understand so it is necessary a basic knowledge to reverse               
engineer someone else’s code and implement it in the project. This basic knowledge comes              
from [40]. 
 
The use of classes allow to synthesize the code and make it more robust, that’s why                
developers use this structure and at the end Python is an Object Oriented Language where               
almost everything is an object and classes are object constructors. The code developed will              
be structured this way with the aim to take advantage of its strong points. 
 
All the interesting and unusual learnings in programming are mentioned below: 

- Use of OOP 
- Modules creation 
- Multiprocessing compilation for IP searching 

 

Use of OOP 
Python is an object oriented language, the libraries developed for it are structured in classes.               
In order to conceive this paradigm an example is used.  
 
The code recreates an object, lets see for example a speaker, at the home there are two                 
different speakers. The first step is to create a class called speaker: 
 

class speaker: 
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      pass 

 
These speakers have several attributes that make them unique, that are the name, the              
colour and the power. Inside the class there should go the methods and there is one special                 
method called “__init__” in it the general attributes can be defined since when we invoke the                
class this method will be automatically compiled: 
 

class speaker: 

    def __init__(self, colour, power): 

        self.colour=colour 

  self.power=power 

 

 
Check that a new element appeared, the “self” statement, the use self to refer to the object                 
itself, since the class is an object builder each object we create of type speaker will have its                  
name, the self is the name, its identificator. When creating the class the code is useful for                 
creating n objects and the name is not known yet. Note that is quite logical to say                 
“self.colour” is equal to say the colour of the Dolby speakers is green. Now these speakers                
do some things like consuming energy, so a method called consumption is created: 
 

class speaker: 

    def __init__(self, colour, power): 

        self.colour=colour 

  self.power=power 

 

    def consumption(self, time): #time in hours 

        energy=self.power*time #kWh 

        print(energy) 

 
Now our speakers consume, it is time to see it in action, if we write and execute: 
 

dolby=speaker('green',0.05) 

JBL=speaker('pink', 0.04) 

The result is: 

 
 
Two speaker object are created, now to estimate how much they are going to consume               
during three hours we have to invoke the method consumption: 
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dolby.consumption(3) 

JBL.consumption(3) 

 
Note that only the argument “time” is given, the argument self is “dolby” and “JBL” and are                 
already given before the dot. 
 
The results are: 

runfile('C:/Users/adria/Sin título0.py', wdir='C:/Users) 

0.15000000000000002 

0.12 

 
This is object oriented programing, usually some methods will be repeated in different             
classes, this is one of the main drawbacks of this approach because some functions are               
repeated, but it offers a clear organization and allows coworking. 
 

Modules creation 
Some classes can refer to similar purposes and can be grouped into a module. Following the                
previous example a dishwasher is a load as the speakers are, they could be grouped in a                 
module called loads, the same for the LEDs and the laptop. 
 
A module is an script when is invoked by another script, in this project almost all the scripts                  
invoke the “BBDD.py” module, and the script “data_caller.py” invokes these scripts, finally            
the module “__main__.py” invokes the “data_caller.py” module. Just an example of how            
segmented it can be. Python is full of modules and libraries for covering several purposes               
and most of them are written over other libraries. 
 
In the module “loads.py” we write the classes of the different loads like this: 
 

class speaker: 

    def __init__(self, colour, power): 

        self.colour=colour 

        self.power=power 

 

    def consumption(self, time): #time in hours 

        energy=self.power*time #kWh 

        print(energy) 

  

class dishwasher: 

    def __init__(self, colour, power): 

        self.colour=colour 

        self.power=power 
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    def consumption(self, time): #time in hours 

        energy=self.power*time #kWh 

        print(energy)  

  

  

class laptop: 

    def __init__(self, colour, power): 

        self.colour=colour 

        self.power=power 

 

    def consumption(self, time): #time in hours 

        energy=self.power*time #kWh 

        print(energy)  

  

  

class LED: 

    def __init__(self, colour, power): 

        self.colour=colour 

        self.power=power 

 

    def consumption(self, time): #time in hours 

        energy=self.power*time #kWh 

        print(energy)  

 
And safe it as loads.py, now we can invoke it from another script by simply coding: 
 

from loads import speaker, LED 

 

dolby=speaker('green',0.05) 

PHILLIPS=LED('white', 0.004) 

 

dolby.consumption(3) 

PHILLIPS.consumption(5) 

 
Note the versatility of the modules, where huge amounts of code can be executed in a few                 
lines making readable teh code that is being programmed. The classes can be enhanced in               
the loads.py module and will automatically actualized for the rest of the scripts using this               
libraries. 
 

Multiprocessing compilation for IP searching 
Searching a dynamic IP in an internal grid can be very difficult, some solutions are provided                
in internet but not exactly matching the needs of the code. In this case the dynamic IP of the                   
inverted is required for communicating with it and extract the valuable information.  
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The developed method for doing so consists in basically call the API with different IPs and                
the one returning an answer will be the good one. Receiving the answer of the inverter can                 
take 1 or 2 seconds so calling 400 different IPs and expecting to collect data each 10                 
seconds is not feasible. To solve this problem the multiprocessing compilation was            
implemented, calling 400 times the API with 400 different IPs at the same time would only                
take 2 seconds, it could work. 
 
A module called searchIP.py is developed, and the modules “multiprocessing.dummy” and           
“functools” are imported. They will allow in the first stage to compile the same line 400 times                 
without waiting it to finish and later to determine which IP returned a response.  
 

When executing this code the given result is: 

runfile('C:/Users/adria/searchIP.py', wdir='C:/Users/adria') 

192.168.1.143 

--- 3.037867784500122 seconds --- 

 
400 requests performed in 3 seconds and the correct IP of the inverter. This code is very                 
powerful because it allows to fetch the IP of the inverter connected in the grid, hence is                 
usable when the inverter changes its IP or for other inverters in other houses. This code was                 
converted into an executable for using it with other computers and in other houses and it                
worked. An example of the result of the program is: 
 

 

B The code 
The following sections contain the integral code of the system module by module. The              
nissanapi.py code is obviated since it is extracted from github and is too long, only the added                 
parts are posted. 

__main__.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Sat Apr 25 21:53:11 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

from data_caller import datacall #, datagive 

from datetime import datetime 

from inputimeout import inputimeout, TimeoutOccurred 
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#init 

 

call=datacall() 

 

something ='continue' 

while something =='continue': 

  

  

    print(datetime.now()) 

    print('inici call') 

    call.caller() 

  

    print('fin calls') 

  

    try: 

something = inputimeout(prompt='If you want to stop the loop type something: ',             

timeout=10) 

    except TimeoutOccurred: 

        something = 'continue' 

  

    if something!='continue': 

        print('Stopping loop') 

    else: 

        print('vuelta') 
 

 

Data_caller.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Fri May 29 14:07:58 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

from BBDD import BBDD 

from PVPC_prices import PVPC_prices 

from weather import weather 

import nissanapi 

from fr_inverter import fr_inverter 

from PV_model_singlediode import PV 

from credentials import num_panels 

from forecaster import consumption 

 

class datacall: 

    def __init__(self): 
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        self.num_panels=num_panels 

 

self.calls=['forecast_weather_BBDD','car_BBDD','grid_BBDD','REE_BBDD','PV_forecast_BBDD'

,'current_weather_BBDD','loads_forecast','PV_corr_forecast_BBDD'] 

  

 

self.freq=[timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=15),timedelta(seconds=10),timedelta(days=

1),timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=10),timedelta(days=1),timedelta(days=1)] 

  

 

self.offset=[timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=0),ti

medelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0)] 

  

    def caller(self): 

        self.now=datetime.now()  

        ide=-1 

        for i in self.calls: 

            ide=ide+1 

            BBDD_=BBDD(i) 

            if BBDD_.check_BBDD_exists()==1:  

                last_entry_time=BBDD_.last_entry_time() 

                flag=0 

            else: 

                flag=1 

  

if  

((self.now-last_entry_time.replace(tzinfo=None)-self.offset[ide])>self.freq[ide]) |  

flag==1: 

                self.weather(ide) 

                self.nissan(ide) 

                self.inverter(ide) 

                self.REE(ide) 

                self.PV_forecast(ide) 

                self.current_weather(ide) 

                self.consumption_forecast(ide) 

                self.PV_corr_forecast(ide) 

  

  

    def weather(self,ide): 

        if ide==0: 

            try: 

                wth_call=weather() 

                wth_call.fore_w_req() 

                print('weather actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('weather error connexió') 

    def nissan(self,ide): 

        if ide==1: 

            try: 

                nissan=nissanapi.car_data_recollect() 

                nissan.data() 
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                print('car actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('nissan error connexió') 

  

    def inverter(self,ide): 

        if ide==2: 

            try: 

                fr_puig=fr_inverter() 

                fr_puig.grid_data() 

                print('inverter actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('inverter error connexió') 

  

    def REE(self,ide): 

        if ide==3: 

            try: 

                PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices('VHC') #OR PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices() 

                PVPC_2DHS.day_prices() 

                print('REE actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('REE error connexió') 

  

    def PV_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==4: 

            try: 

                puig_pv=PV(num_panels=self.num_panels)  

                puig_pv.sim_PV_power(timestamp=15) 

                print('PV actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('PV error connexió') 

  

    def current_weather(self,ide): 

        if ide==5: 

            try: 

                wth_call=weather() 

                wth_call.current_w_req() 

                print('weather actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('weather error connexió')  

  

    def consumption_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==6: 

            try: 

                load_call=consumption('grid_BBDD') 

                load_call.forecaster(timestamp=15) 

                print('consumption forecast actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('consumption forecast error connexió')  

  

    def PV_corr_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==7: 

            try: 

                puig_pv=PV(num_panels=self.num_panels, corrected=1) 
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                puig_pv.sim_PV_power(timestamp=15) 

                print('PV corrected actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('PV corrected error connexió')  

 

  

if __name__=='__main__': 

    self=datacall() 

    self.caller() 

 

Weather.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Sat May  2 18:21:30 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

#http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/forecast?lat=41.&lon=1.96&appid=5b34e9090c043659

ac6518294ffdca96&lang=ca 

#http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?lat=41.4&lon=1.298196&appid=5b34e9090c04

3659ac6518294ffdca96&lang=ca 

#http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/lat=41.&lon=1.&appid=5b34e9090c043659ac6518294ff

dca96&lang=ca 

from credentials import APPID,CP,country 

import requests 

from datetime import datetime 

from BBDD import BBDD 

 

 

class weather: 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.appid=APPID 

        self.CP=CP 

        self.country=country 

  

    def gen_req(self,header): 

        base_URL='http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/' 

        header=header+'?' 

        location='lat=41.277194&lon=1.298196' 

        token='&appid='+self.appid 

        language='&lang=ca' 

  

  

        url=base_URL+header+location+token+language 

        response = requests.get(url) 

        return response.json() 
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    def fore_w_req(self): 

        response=self.gen_req('forecast') 

  

  

 

  

        params=[] 

        departments=[] 

        cnt=response['cnt'] 

        data=[] 

        for k in range(cnt): 

            a=[a for a in response['list'][k]] 

            for j in a: 

  

                if j == 'dt': 

 

params=params+[self.unix2time(response['list'][k][j],response['city']['timezone'])] 

                    departments=departments+['dt'] 

  

                elif j=='weather': 

                    department=[department for department in response['list'][k][j][0]] 

                    params=params+[response['list'][k][j][0][i] for i in department] 

departments=departments+[j+" "+department for department in      

response['list'][k][j][0]] 

  

                elif j=='dt_txt': 

                    pass 

  

                else: 

                    department=[department for department in response['list'][k][j]] 

                    params=params+[response['list'][k][j][i] for i in department] 

departments=departments+[j+" "+department for department in      

response['list'][k][j]] 

  

            data=data+[dict(zip(departments, params))] 

  

        self.store_data(data,'forecast_weather_BBDD') 

        return data 

  

    def current_w_req(self): 

        response=self.gen_req('weather') 

  

        params=[] 

        departments=[] 

        data=[] 

  

        a=[a for a in response] 

        for j in a: 

  

            if j == 'visibility': 

                params=params+[response[j]] 

                departments=departments+['visibility'] 
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            elif j=='weather': 

                department=[department for department in response[j][0]] 

                params=params+[response[j][0][i] for i in department] 

departments=departments+[j+" "+department for department in      

response[j][0]] 

  

            elif j in ['dt_txt','base','timezone','id','name','cod']: 

                pass 

  

            elif j== 'dt': 

                params=params+[self.unix2time(response[j],response['timezone'])] 

                departments=departments+['dt'] 

  

            else: 

                department=[department for department in response[j]] 

                params=params+[response[j][i] for i in department] 

                departments=departments+[j+" "+department for department in response[j]] 

  

        data=data+[dict(zip(departments, params))] 

  

        self.store_data(data,'current_weather_BBDD') 

        return data 

  

    def store_data(self,data,name): 

        this_BBDD=BBDD(name) 

        this_BBDD.store_data(data)  

  

    def cur_w_parameters(self): 

        pass 

    def fore_w_parameters(self): 

        pass 

 

    def unix2time(self,string,timezone): 

        ts = int(string)+int(timezone) 

        dt= datetime.utcfromtimestamp(ts).strftime('%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S') 

        return datetime.strptime(dt, '%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S') 

 

 

if __name__=='__main__': 

    #define the objectin a variable 

    wth_call=weather() 

 

    #save the data in list(dict) format inside 2 variables 

    forecast=wth_call.fore_w_req() 

    #data=wth_call.current_w_req() 

  

    #get the response in JSON format 

    forecast_response=wth_call.gen_req('forecast') 

    #current_response=wth_call.gen_req('weather') 
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SearchIP.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Fri May  1 10:34:59 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

""" 

We want to run a function asychronously and run a 

callback function with multiple parameters when it 

returns! 

In this example, we are pretending we're analyzing 

the names and ages of some people. We want to print 

out: 

jack 0 

jill 1 

james 2 

""" 

 

import time 

from multiprocessing.dummy import Pool 

import requests 

import ipaddress 

from functools import partial 

 

 

class searchIPfronius(): 

 

    def __init__(self): 

        pass 

  

    def async_function(self,ip_inicial): 

        """ 

        Function we want to run asynchronously and in parallel, 

        usually one with heavy input/output, though using a 

        dummy function here. 

        """ 

 

url='http://'+str(ip_inicial)+'/solar_api/v1/GetInverterRealtimeData.cgi?Scope=Device&De

viceId=1&DataCollection=CommonInverterData' 

        response=requests.get(url,timeout=2)  

        #time.sleep(1) 

        response=response.json() 

  

        return response['Body']['Data']['DAY_ENERGY']['Unit'] 

  

    def callback_function(self,status, ip_inicial): 

        """ 

        Function we want to run with the result of the async 

        function. The async function returns one parameter, but 
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        this function takes two parameters. We have to figure 

        out how to pass the age parameter from the async function 

        to this function.. 

        """ 

        if status=='Wh': 

            #print(status, ip_inicial) 

            self.ip_inversor=str(ip_inicial) 

 

 

 

    def buscador(self): 

        nIP_search=400 

        pool = Pool(processes=nIP_search) 

        #status=[] 

        ip_inicial=ipaddress.ip_address('192.168.1.0') 

  

        for ip in range(nIP_search): 

  

            """ 

            Partial is a technique for creating a function that 

            just calls another function but with one or more of 

            the parameters "frozen". In this way, we can capture 

            the 'ip_inicial' paramter in each iteration of the loop and 

            pass it along with the return value of the async 

            function. 

            """ 

            ip_inicial=ip_inicial+1 

new_callback_function = partial(self.callback_function,    

ip_inicial=ip_inicial) 

            pool.apply_async( 

                self.async_function, 

                args=[ip_inicial], 

                callback=new_callback_function, 

                error_callback=new_callback_function 

            ) 

  

        pool.close() 

        pool.join() 

 

 

if '__main__'==__name__: 

  

    start_time = time.time() 

  

    sIP=searchIPfronius() 

    sIP.buscador() 

    print(sIP.ip_inversor) 

  

    print("--- %s seconds ---" % (time.time() - start_time)) 
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Fr_inverter.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Sun Apr 26 10:34:05 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

#http://192.168.1.143/solar_api/v1/GetPowerFlowRealtimeData.fcgi 

#http://192.168.1.143/solar_api/v1/GetInverterRealtimeData.cgi?Scope=Device&DeviceId=1&D

ataCollection=CommonInverterData 

 

import requests 

from searchIP import searchIPfronius 

from BBDD import BBDD 

from datetime import datetime 

 

class fr_inverter(): 

    def __init__(self): 

        sIP=searchIPfronius() 

        sIP.buscador() 

        self.inv_IP=sIP.ip_inversor 

 

    def check_ip(self): 

        pass 

  

  

    def search_ip(self): 

        pass 

  

  

  

    def request(self, archive): 

  

        if archive == 'FlowRT': 

  

            try:  

                endpoint='http://'+self.inv_IP+'/'  

                get_archives='solar_api/v1/GetPowerFlowRealtimeData.fcgi' 

                response = requests.get(url = endpoint+get_archives) 

                return response 

            except: 

                print('NO ENS HEM CONNECTAT') 

  

        elif archive == 'InverterRT': 

            try:  

                endpoint='http://'+self.inv_IP+'/solar_api/'  

                version='v1/' 

                get_archives='GetInverterRealtimeData.cgi?' 

                scope='Scope=Device&' 

                scopeid='DeviceId=1&' 
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                datacollection='DataCollection=CommonInverterData' 

response = requests.get(url =     

endpoint+version+'/'+get_archives+scope+scopeid+datacollection) 

                return response 

            except: 

                print('NO ENS HEM CONNECTAT') 

  

    def formating(self, objecte, process: str='W2kW'): 

        if process=='W2kW': 

            if objecte != None: 

                objecte=objecte/1000 

                return objecte 

  

    def power_flows(self): 

        response=self.request('FlowRT') 

        response=response.json() 

        P_PV=self.formating(response['Body']['Data']['Site']['P_PV']) 

        P_grid=self.formating(response['Body']['Data']['Site']['P_Grid']) 

        P_load=self.formating(response['Body']['Data']['Site']['P_Load']) 

        P_Akku=self.formating(response['Body']['Data']['Site']['P_Akku']) 

        dt=datetime.strptime(response['Head']['Timestamp'][0:19], '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S') 

  

data=[dict(zip(['dt','P_PV [kW]', 'P_grid [kW]', 'P_load [kW]','P_Akku       

[kW]'],[dt,P_PV, P_grid, P_load,P_Akku]))] 

  

        return data 

  

    def P_grid(self): 

        response=self.request('FlowRT') 

        response=response.json() 

        P_grid=self.formating(response['Body']['Data']['Site']['P_Grid']) 

        return P_grid 

  

    def P_PV(self): 

        response=self.request('FlowRT') 

        response=response.json() 

        P_PV=self.formating(response['Body']['Data']['Site']['P_PV']) 

        return P_PV  

  

    def P_load(self): 

        response=self.request('FlowRT') 

        response=response.json() 

        P_load=self.formating(response['Body']['Data']['Site']['P_Load']) 

        return P_load 

  

    def grid_data(self): 

        PF_data=self.power_flows() 

        response=self.request('InverterRT') 

        response=response.json() 

        try: 

            F_AC=response['Body']['Data']['FAC']['Value'] 

        except: 

            F_AC=None 
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        try: 

            I_AC=response['Body']['Data']['IAC']['Value'] 

        except: 

            I_AC=None 

        try: 

            U_AC=response['Body']['Data']['UAC']['Value'] 

        except: 

            U_AC=None 

        try: 

            I_DC=response['Body']['Data']['IDC']['Value'] 

        except: 

            I_DC=None 

        try: 

            U_DC=response['Body']['Data']['UDC']['Value'] 

        except: 

            U_DC=None 

  

data=[{'Frequency [Hz]':F_AC, 'AC current [A]':I_AC, 'AC voltage [V]':U_AC, 'DC          

current [A]':I_DC, 'DC voltage [V]':U_DC}] 

        PF_data[0].update(data[0]) 

        self.store_data(PF_data,'grid_BBDD') 

  

        return PF_data 

  

  

    def store_data(self,data,name): 

        this_BBDD=BBDD(name) 

        this_BBDD.store_data(data) 

  

  

if __name__ == '__main__':  

  

#First we create the object which is the inverter places in Puig and I'll call it                 

fr_puig (Fronius Puig) 

    fr_puig=fr_inverter() 

  

    recalcular='y' 

    while recalcular=='y':  

#to get the data of the power flows exist several methods to use power_flows()               

give them in a tuple and kW 

#exist also methods for the single values this difference is important because             

calling all together ensures they are in the same instant 

  

        P=fr_puig.power_flows() 

  

        consum=fr_puig.P_load() 

        p_PV=fr_puig.P_PV() 

        intercanvi_xarxa=fr_puig.P_grid() 

  

        print("Ara estàs consumint "+str(consum)+" kW") 

        print("Les teves plaques generen "+str(p_PV)+" kW") 

        if intercanvi_xarxa<0: 

            print("Per tant a la xarxa hi van "+str(-intercanvi_xarxa)+" kW") 
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        else: 

            print("Per tant estas agafant de la xarxa "+str(intercanvi_xarxa)+" kW") 

#to get the status of the grids of the household the inverter and its sensosrs                

provides the frequency and voltages 

        #the method returns the values in a dict  

        grid_status=fr_puig.grid_data() 

        recalcular=input("Escriu 'y' i prem enter per recalcular: ") 

        print() 

        print() 

  

        #to extract the value use: 

        #print(grid_status['Frequency']['Value']) 

        #print(grid_status['AC current']['Value']) 

        #print(grid_status['AC voltage']['Value']) 

        #print(grid_status['DC current']['Value']) 

        #print(grid_status['DC voltage']['Value']) 

 

PVPC_prices.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Sat Apr 25 20:54:26 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

#https://api.esios.ree.es/application/json/api.esios.ree.es/Token token=\ 

 

import credentials 

import datetime as dt 

import requests 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from BBDD import BBDD 

 

class PVPC_prices: 

    def __init__(self,tariff: str='VHC'): #2.0A 2.0DHA 2.0DHS 'GEN' 'NOC' 'VHC' 

        self.tariff=tariff 

        self.tokenREE=credentials.tokenREE 

 

    def request(self): 

 

        endpoint='https://api.esios.ree.es/' 

        headers = {'Accept': 'application/json', 

                   'Host': 'api.esios.ree.es', 

                   'Authorization': 'Token token=\' self.tokenREE' 

                   } 

        params = {'date': self.date} 

        get_archives='/archives/66/download_json?locale=es' 

self.response = requests.get(url = endpoint+get_archives, params = params,         

headers = headers) 
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        return self.response.json() 

 

    def formating(self,objecte,size): 

        if size=='1': 

            objecte=float(objecte.replace(',', '.'))*0.001 

            return objecte 

  

def hour_price(self, hora: int=int(dt.datetime.now().strftime('%H')),     

day_from_today: int=0): 

        self.date=str(dt.date.today()+dt.timedelta(days=day_from_today)) 

        try: 

            response=self.request() 

            hourprice=response['PrecioFinal'][hora][self.tariff] 

            return self.formating(hourprice,'1') 

        except: 

            return 0.09 

 

    def day_prices(self,day_from_today: int=0, ndays: int=1): 

dayprices=[[self.hour_price(hora,day_from_today+day) for hora in range(24)] for       

day in range(ndays)] 

  

 

 

dtdays=[dt.datetime.combine(dt.date.today()+dt.timedelta(days=day_from_today)+dt.timedel

ta(days=day), dt.datetime.min.time()) for day in range(ndays)] 

        data=[] 

        for i in range(ndays): 

            data=data+[dict(zip(['dt']+list(range(24)),[dtdays[i]]+dayprices[i]))] 

        self.store_data(data,'REE_BBDD') 

        return data 

  

    def store_data(self,data,name): 

        this_BBDD=BBDD(name) 

        this_BBDD.store_data(data) 

  

 

    def plot_prices(self,object): 

        llista=[] 

        try : 

            len(object[0]) 

            for i in range(len(object)): 

                piece=[] 

                for a in range(len(object[i])): 

                    piece=piece + [object[i][a]] 

                llista=llista+piece 

        except: 

            llista=object 

  

        plt.plot(llista) 

  

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 
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    # to use this module first import the module 

    # from PVPC_prices import PVPC_prices 

  

    #next declare the objects which usually are the three tariffs: 

    PVPC_2A = PVPC_prices('GEN') 

    PVPC_2DHA = PVPC_prices('NOC') 

    PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices('VHC') #OR PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices() 

  

    #next ask for the prices in the desired format 

  

    #to know the price at a specific hour and day in € use: 

    print(PVPC_2DHS.hour_price()) 

    #preu=PVPC_2DHS.hour_price(8,0) 

  

  

    #to know the prices of a complete day use: 

    preus_dia=PVPC_2DHS.day_prices() 

  

#to get the prices for a range of days use: first argument the initial day, if                 

yesterday use -1, today 0 and tomorrow 1. Can reat from -9 to 1.  

    #the second argument the number of days you want 

    #preus_dies=PVPC_2DHS.day_prices(-1,2) 

  

    #to plot the results 

    #PVPC_2DHS.plot_prices(preus_dies) 

    #PVPC_2DHS.plot_prices(preus_dia) 
  

 

Nissanapi.py 

class car_data_recollect(): 

    def __init__(self): 

        import pprint 

        import sys 

        import credentials 

        region = 'EU' 

        username = credentials.username 

        password = credentials.password 

  

        nci = NCISession(region) 

        nci.login(username, password) 

        self.user_id = nci.get_user_id() 

        self.vehicles = nci.fetch_vehicles() 

  

    def data(self): 

        for vehicle in self.vehicles: 

            vehicle.fetch_cockpit() 
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        #date= dt.datetime.now() 

        #hora=int(date.strftime('%H')) 

        vehicle.refresh_battery_status() 

        vehicle.fetch_battery_status() 

        vehicle.refresh_location() 

        vehicle.fetch_location() 

  

        if 'PluggedStatus.NOT_PLUGGED'==str(vehicle.plugged_in): 

            plug_status=0 

        else: 

            plug_status=1 

  

        if 'ChargingStatus.NOT_CHARGING'==str(vehicle.charging): 

            charging_status=0 

        else: 

            charging_status=1  

 

  

row=[dt.datetime.now(),vehicle.battery_status_last_updated +   

dt.timedelta(hours=2),vehicle.battery_level,charging_status,plug_status,vehicle.location

_last_updated +  

dt.timedelta(hours=2),vehicle.total_mileage,vehicle.charge_time_required_to_full,str(veh

icle.charging_speed),vehicle.instantaneous_power,vehicle.battery_temperature,vehicle.bat

tery_capacity] 

names=['dt','dt battery update','battery level','charging status','plug      

status','dt location update','mileage','time to full','charging speed','instant      

power','battery temperature','battery capacity'] 

  

        data=[(dict(zip(names,row)))] 

        self.store_data(data,'car_BBDD') 

  

        return data 

  

    def store_data(self,data,name): 

        this_BBDD=BBDD(name) 

        this_BBDD.store_data(data) 

 
 

Irradiance.py 

""" 

GHI to POA Transposition 

========================= 

 

Example of generating clearsky GHI and POA irradiance. 

""" 

 

#  

# This example shows how to use the 
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# :py:meth:`pvlib.location.Location.get_clearsky` method to generate clearsky 

# GHI data as well as how to use the 

# :py:meth:`pvlib.irradiance.get_total_irradiance` function to transpose 

# GHI data to Plane of Array (POA) irradiance. 

 

from pvlib import location, irradiance 

import pandas as pd 

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 

from credentials import tilt,azimuth,latitud,longitud 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

from BBDD import BBDD 

 

class irradiation: 

    def __init__(self): 

        # For this example, we will be using Golden, Colorado 

        self.tz = 'Europe/Madrid' 

        lat, lon = latitud, longitud 

        self.tilt=tilt 

        self.surface_azimuth=azimuth 

        # Create location object to store lat, lon, timezone 

        self.site = location.Location(lat, lon, tz=self.tz) 

 

 

        # Calculate clear-sky GHI and transpose to plane of array 

        # Define a function so that we can re-use the sequence of operations with 

        # different locations 

  

    def get_net_irradiance(self, days_from_today: int=0, freq: int=15 , ndays: int=1): 

 

initial_date=(datetime.now()+timedelta(days=days_from_today)).strftime('%m-%d-%Y') 

        site_location=self.site 

        # Creates one day's worth of 10 min intervals 

times = pd.date_range(initial_date, freq=str(freq)+'min',     

periods=60/freq*24*ndays, 

                              tz=site_location.tz) 

        # Generate clearsky data using the Ineichen model, which is the default 

        # The get_clearsky method returns a dataframe with values for GHI, DNI, 

        # and DHI 

        clearsky = site_location.get_clearsky(times) 

        # Get solar azimuth and zenith to pass to the transposition function 

        solar_position = site_location.get_solarposition(times=times) 

        # Use the get_total_irradiance function to transpose the GHI to POA 

        POA_irradiance = irradiance.get_total_irradiance( 

            surface_tilt=self.tilt, 

            surface_azimuth=self.surface_azimuth, 

            dni=clearsky['dni'], 

            ghi=clearsky['ghi'], 

            dhi=clearsky['dhi'], 

            solar_zenith=solar_position['apparent_zenith'], 

            solar_azimuth=solar_position['azimuth']) 

# Return DataFrame with only GHI and POA. POA is the irradiance for the               

specified tilt and azimuth 

        return pd.DataFrame({'GHI': clearsky['ghi'], 
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                             'POA': POA_irradiance['poa_global']}) 

 

 

    def get_params_PV_forecast_prod(self,BBDDs,freq,days_from_today:int=0,ndays: int=5): 

        forecast_weather_BBDD=BBDD(BBDDs) 

        weather_df=forecast_weather_BBDD.extract(days_from_today,ndays) 

        weather_df=weather_df.reset_index(drop=True) 

#times = pd.date_range(weather_df['dt'][0], freq=str(freq)+'min',     

periods=60/freq*24*ndays,tz=irr.site.tz) 

  

        irradiance=self.get_net_irradiance(days_from_today,freq,ndays) 

        POA_irradiance=irradiance['POA'] 

  

        weather_df['dt'] = pd.to_datetime(weather_df['dt']) 

        weather_df.index = weather_df['dt'] 

        weather_df=weather_df.tz_localize(self.tz) 

        del weather_df['dt'] 

        #plt.plot(weather_df['main temp']) 

        for col in weather_df: 

            weather_df[col] = pd.to_numeric(weather_df[col], errors='coerce') 

        weather_df=weather_df.resample(str(freq)+'T').pad() 

        #weather_df = weather_df.interpolate() 

        #plt.plot(weather_df['main temp']) 

        df =weather_df.join(POA_irradiance, lsuffix='_caller', rsuffix='_other') 

        df['eff_irrad']=(1-df['clouds all']/100)*df['POA'] 

  

        return df 

 

    def _plot(self,objecte): 

 

        # Convert Dataframe Indexes to Hour:Minute format to make plotting easier 

        objecte.index = objecte.index.strftime("%H:%M") 

 

  

        # Plot GHI vs. POA for winter and summer 

        fig, (ax1) = plt.subplots(1, 1, sharey=True) 

        objecte['GHI'].plot(ax=ax1, label='GHI') 

        objecte['POA'].plot(ax=ax1, label='POA') 

 

        ax1.set_xlabel('Time of day (Today and tomorrow)') 

 

        ax1.set_ylabel('Irradiance ($W/m^2$)') 

        ax1.legend() 

 

        plt.show() 

 

 

if __name__=='__main__': 

    # Get irradiance data for summer and winter solstice, assuming 25 degree tilt 

    # and a south facing array 

    irr=irradiation() 

    today = irr.get_net_irradiance() 

    today_tomorrow = irr.get_net_irradiance(ndays=2) 
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    irr._plot(today_tomorrow) 

    df=irr.get_params_PV_forecast_prod('current_weather_BBDD',15,-5) 

  

  

    plt.plot(df['eff_irrad']) 

    plt.plot(df['POA']) 

    #irr._plot(today_tomorrow) 

    #  

    # Note that in Summer, there is not much gain when comparing POA irradiance to 

    # GHI. In the winter, however, POA irradiance is significantly higher than 

    # GHI. This is because, in winter, the sun is much lower in the sky, so a 

    # tilted array will be at a more optimal angle compared to a flat array. 

    # In summer, the sun gets much higher in the sky, and there is very little 

    # gain for a tilted array compared to a flat array. 

 

 

PV_model_singlediode.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Fri May 29 14:07:58 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

from BBDD import BBDD 

from PVPC_prices import PVPC_prices 

from weather import weather 

import nissanapi 

from fr_inverter import fr_inverter 

from PV_model_singlediode import PV 

from credentials import num_panels 

from forecaster import consumption 

 

class datacall: 

    def __init__(self): 

  

  

  

        self.num_panels=num_panels 

  

  

  

 

self.calls=['forecast_weather_BBDD','car_BBDD','grid_BBDD','REE_BBDD','PV_forecast_BBDD'

,'current_weather_BBDD','loads_forecast','PV_corr_forecast_BBDD'] 

  

 

self.freq=[timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=15),timedelta(seconds=10),timedelta(days=

1),timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=10),timedelta(days=1),timedelta(days=1)] 
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self.offset=[timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=0),ti

medelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0)] 

  

    def caller(self): 

        self.now=datetime.now()  

        ide=-1 

        for i in self.calls: 

            ide=ide+1 

            BBDD_=BBDD(i) 

            if BBDD_.check_BBDD_exists()==1:  

                last_entry_time=BBDD_.last_entry_time() 

                flag=0 

            else: 

                flag=1 

  

if  

((self.now-last_entry_time.replace(tzinfo=None)-self.offset[ide])>self.freq[ide]) |  

flag==1: 

                self.weather(ide) 

                self.nissan(ide) 

                self.inverter(ide) 

                self.REE(ide) 

                self.PV_forecast(ide) 

                self.current_weather(ide) 

                self.consumption_forecast(ide) 

                self.PV_corr_forecast(ide) 

  

  

    def weather(self,ide): 

        if ide==0: 

            try: 

                wth_call=weather() 

                wth_call.fore_w_req() 

                print('weather actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('weather error connexió') 

    def nissan(self,ide): 

        if ide==1: 

            try: 

                nissan=nissanapi.car_data_recollect() 

                nissan.data() 

                print('car actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('nissan error connexió') 

  

    def inverter(self,ide): 

        if ide==2: 

            try: 

                fr_puig=fr_inverter() 

                fr_puig.grid_data() 

                print('inverter actualitzat') 
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            except: 

                print('inverter error connexió') 

  

    def REE(self,ide): 

        if ide==3: 

            try: 

                PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices('VHC') #OR PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices() 

                PVPC_2DHS.day_prices() 

                print('REE actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('REE error connexió') 

  

    def PV_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==4: 

            try: 

                puig_pv=PV(num_panels=self.num_panels)  

                puig_pv.sim_PV_power(timestamp=15) 

                print('PV actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('PV error connexió') 

  

    def current_weather(self,ide): 

        if ide==5: 

            try: 

                wth_call=weather() 

                wth_call.current_w_req() 

                print('weather actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('weather error connexió')  

  

    def consumption_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==6: 

            try: 

                load_call=consumption('grid_BBDD') 

                load_call.forecaster(timestamp=15) 

                print('consumption forecast actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('consumption forecast error connexió')  

  

    def PV_corr_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==7: 

            try: 

                puig_pv=PV(num_panels=self.num_panels, corrected=1) 

                puig_pv.sim_PV_power(timestamp=15) 

                print('PV corrected actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('PV corrected error connexió')  

 

  

if __name__=='__main__': 

    self=datacall() 

    self.caller() 
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Forecaster.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Sun Jun  7 17:58:57 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

from BBDD import BBDD 

import analytics 

import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import datetime as dt 

 

class consumption: 

    def __init__(self, nom): 

        self.nom_BBDD=nom 

  

    def forecaster(self,timestamp): 

        self.timestamp=str(timestamp) 

        # get the df 

        this_BBDD=BBDD(self.nom_BBDD) 

        a=pd.Series(dtype='float64') 

  

  

  

  

        k=0 

list_weekdays=[(dt.datetime.now()+dt.timedelta(days=i+k)).weekday() for i in     

range(5)] 

        for weekday in list_weekdays: 

            df=this_BBDD.extract_weekday(weekday) 

  

            #send it to the mean_day function que farà el dia tipus 

  

            a=a.append(self.mean_day(df,k)) 

            k=k+1 

  

        del(a[0]) 

        a['dt']=a.index 

        a = a.reset_index(drop=True) 

  

        self.store_data(a,'loads_forecast') 

  

        return a 

  

def mean_day(self,df,k): #amb el weekday he de fer millor de date_range i fer-lo              

sobre el valor del timer 

        df['timer'] = df.dt.apply(self.massive_rounder,groupsize=1,groups=int(60)) 
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        df = df.rename(columns={'P_load [kW]': 'P_load'}) 

        df.P_load=pd.to_numeric(df.P_load) 

        mean_DAY=df.groupby('timer').P_load.mean() 

        mean_DAY=mean_DAY.to_frame() 

  

start_date=dt.datetime.combine(dt.date.today(),  

dt.datetime.min.time())#+dt.timedelta(days=1) 

        mean_DAY['dta']=mean_DAY.index 

mean_DAY.dta=mean_DAY.dta.apply(lambda x: dt.timedelta(minutes=x) + start_date +       

dt.timedelta(days=k)) 

        mean_DAY.index=mean_DAY.dta 

        del(mean_DAY['dta']) 

  

        new_mean_DAY=mean_DAY.resample(self.timestamp+'T').pad() 

  

        return new_mean_DAY 

 

  

    def massive_rounder(self, element, groupsize, groups): 

  

        for i in range(groups): 

            if element.time().minute < (groupsize*(range(groups)[i]+1)): 

                return range(groups)[i] + element.time().hour*groups 

  

  

    def store_data(self,data,name): 

        this_BBDD=BBDD(name) 

        this_BBDD.store_data(data)  

  

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    consumption_forecast=consumption('grid_BBDD') 

    b=consumption_forecast.forecaster(timestamp=15) 

    plt.plot(-b.P_load) 

 
 

BBDD.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Fri May  8 23:34:49 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

""" 

import pickle 

 

 

todo = {'header' :['write blog post', 'reply to email', 'read in a book']} 

 

for i in range(4): 
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    pickle_file = open('todo.pickle', 'wb') 

    pickle.dump(todo, pickle_file) 

    del todo 

  

  

    pickle_file = open('todo.pickle','rb') 

    todos = pickle.load(pickle_file) 

    todo=todos+{str(i) :['asdf','qerwt']} 

    print(todo) 

  

""" 

 

import pandas as pd 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

 

class BBDD: 

    def __init__(self,nom_BBDD): 

        """ 

  

 

        Parameters 

        ---------- 

        nom_BBDD : TYPE 

            DESCRIPTION. 

 

        Returns 

        ------- 

        None. 

 

        """ 

        self.nom_BBDD=nom_BBDD+'.p' 

 

  

    def store_data(self,objecte): 

  

        if str(type(objecte))=="<class 'pandas.core.frame.DataFrame'>": 

            if self.check_BBDD_exists()==0: 

                self.BBDD =objecte 

                self.save_to_pickle() 

            else: 

                self.BBDD=self.import_BBDD() 

                self.BBDD=self.BBDD.append(objecte) 

  

                self.BBDD = self.BBDD.drop_duplicates(subset='dt', keep='last') 

                self.BBDD = self.BBDD.sort_values(by=['dt']) 

                self.BBDD = self.BBDD.reset_index(drop=True) 

  

                self.save_to_pickle() 

        else: 

  

            if self.check_BBDD_exists()==0: 

                columns=list(objecte[0].keys()) 

                empty_lists_list=[[] for i in range(len(objecte[0]))] 
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                initiate_bbdd=dict(zip(columns, empty_lists_list)) 

                self.BBDD = pd.DataFrame(initiate_bbdd) 

  

                self.fill_BBDD(objecte) 

                self.save_to_pickle() 

  

            else: 

                self.BBDD=self.import_BBDD() 

                self.fill_BBDD(objecte) 

                self.save_to_pickle() 

  

 

 

    def fill_BBDD(self, objecte):  

        a=len(self.BBDD.index) 

        check=self.check_keys_dict_BBDD(objecte) 

        if check!=True: 

            for i in range(len(check)): 

                empty_lists_list=[[] for h in range(a)] 

                self.BBDD[check[i]]=empty_lists_list 

  

  

        for i in range(len(objecte)): 

            empty_lists_list=[[] for h in range(len(self.BBDD.keys()))] 

            self.BBDD.loc[a+i] = empty_lists_list 

  

            b=[b for b in objecte[i]] 

            for n in b: 

                self.BBDD[n][a+i]=objecte[i][n] 

  

        self.BBDD = self.BBDD.drop_duplicates(subset='dt', keep='last') 

        self.BBDD = self.BBDD.sort_values(by=['dt']) 

        self.BBDD = self.BBDD.reset_index(drop=True) 

  

  

    def check_BBDD_exists(self): 

        try: 

            pd.read_pickle(self.nom_BBDD) 

            return 1 

        except: 

            return 0 

  

    def import_BBDD(self): 

        return pd.read_pickle(self.nom_BBDD) 

 

    def check_keys_dict_BBDD(self,objecte): 

        new_columns=[] 

        for i in range(len(objecte)): 

            list1=list(objecte[i].keys()) 

            list2=list(self.BBDD.keys()) 

            new_columns=new_columns+list(set(list1) - set(list2)) 

        new_columns = list(dict.fromkeys(new_columns)) 
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        if new_columns==[]: 

            return True 

        else: 

            return new_columns 

 

    def save_to_pickle(self): 

        self.BBDD.to_pickle(self.nom_BBDD) 

 

    def _print_(self): 

        self.BBDD=self.import_BBDD() 

        print (self.BBDD) 

  

  

    def extract(self,days_from_today:int=0, ndays:int=1): 

        df=self.import_BBDD() 

        today=datetime.strptime(datetime.today().__str__()[0:10], '%Y-%m-%d') 

  

        df.dt = df.dt.apply(lambda d: d.replace(tzinfo=None)) 

new_df=df[(df.dt >= today+timedelta(days=days_from_today)) & (df.dt <       

(today+timedelta(days=days_from_today+ndays)))] 

        return new_df 

  

  

        #new_df = df[df.dt >= init_time | df.dt <=init_time+duration] 

        #return new_df 

  

    def extract_pers(self,column_name,coincident_value): 

        df=self.import_BBDD() 

 

        new_df=df[(df[column_name] == coincident_value)] 

        return new_df 

  

    def extract_weekday(self,weekday): 

        df=self.import_BBDD() 

        df.index=df.dt 

        df.index.names = ['Date'] 

        new_df=df[(df.index.weekday == weekday)] 

        return new_df 

 

    def last_entry_time(self): 

        df=self.import_BBDD() 

        last_time=max(df['dt']) 

        return last_time 

 

 

 

 

if __name__=='__main__': 

 

    """ 

    my_df = pd.DataFrame() 

  

    names = ['Bob', 'Sam', 'Jo', 'Bill'] 
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    favourite_sports = [['Tennis', 'Motorsports'], 

                       ['Football', 'Rugby', 'Hockey'], 

                       ['Table tennis', 'Swimming', 'Athletics'], 

                       ['Eating cheese']] 

  

    my_df['name'] = names 

    my_df['favourite_sport'] = favourite_sports 

  

    print(my_df) 

  

  

    # Save DataFrame to pickle object 

    my_df.to_pickle('test_df.p') 

  

    del my_df 

  

  

    """ 

    # Load DataFrame with pickle object 

  

    weather_BBDD=BBDD('grid_BBDD') 

    weather_BBDD._print_() 

    #weather_BBDD.store_data(forecast) 

 

Analytics.py 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Fri May 29 14:07:58 2020 

 

@author: adria.bove 

""" 

 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

from BBDD import BBDD 

from PVPC_prices import PVPC_prices 

from weather import weather 

import nissanapi 

from fr_inverter import fr_inverter 

from PV_model_singlediode import PV 

from credentials import num_panels 

from forecaster import consumption 

 

class datacall: 

    def __init__(self): 

  

  

  

        self.num_panels=num_panels 
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self.calls=['forecast_weather_BBDD','car_BBDD','grid_BBDD','REE_BBDD','PV_forecast_BBDD'

,'current_weather_BBDD','loads_forecast','PV_corr_forecast_BBDD'] 

  

 

self.freq=[timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=15),timedelta(seconds=10),timedelta(days=

1),timedelta(days=1),timedelta(minutes=10),timedelta(days=1),timedelta(days=1)] 

  

 

self.offset=[timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=0),ti

medelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0),timedelta(days=-5),timedelta(days=0)] 

  

    def caller(self): 

        self.now=datetime.now()  

        ide=-1 

        for i in self.calls: 

            ide=ide+1 

            BBDD_=BBDD(i) 

            if BBDD_.check_BBDD_exists()==1:  

                last_entry_time=BBDD_.last_entry_time() 

                flag=0 

            else: 

                flag=1 

  

if  

((self.now-last_entry_time.replace(tzinfo=None)-self.offset[ide])>self.freq[ide]) |  

flag==1: 

                self.weather(ide) 

                self.nissan(ide) 

                self.inverter(ide) 

                self.REE(ide) 

                self.PV_forecast(ide) 

                self.current_weather(ide) 

                self.consumption_forecast(ide) 

                self.PV_corr_forecast(ide) 

  

  

    def weather(self,ide): 

        if ide==0: 

            try: 

                wth_call=weather() 

                wth_call.fore_w_req() 

                print('weather actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('weather error connexió') 

    def nissan(self,ide): 

        if ide==1: 

            try: 

                nissan=nissanapi.car_data_recollect() 

                nissan.data() 

                print('car actualitzat') 
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            except: 

                print('nissan error connexió') 

  

    def inverter(self,ide): 

        if ide==2: 

            try: 

                fr_puig=fr_inverter() 

                fr_puig.grid_data() 

                print('inverter actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('inverter error connexió') 

  

    def REE(self,ide): 

        if ide==3: 

            try: 

                PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices('VHC') #OR PVPC_2DHS = PVPC_prices() 

                PVPC_2DHS.day_prices() 

                print('REE actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('REE error connexió') 

  

    def PV_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==4: 

            try: 

                puig_pv=PV(num_panels=self.num_panels)  

                puig_pv.sim_PV_power(timestamp=15) 

                print('PV actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('PV error connexió') 

  

    def current_weather(self,ide): 

        if ide==5: 

            try: 

                wth_call=weather() 

                wth_call.current_w_req() 

                print('weather actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('weather error connexió')  

  

    def consumption_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==6: 

            try: 

                load_call=consumption('grid_BBDD') 

                load_call.forecaster(timestamp=15) 

                print('consumption forecast actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('consumption forecast error connexió')  

  

    def PV_corr_forecast(self,ide): 

        if ide==7: 

            try: 

                puig_pv=PV(num_panels=self.num_panels, corrected=1) 

                puig_pv.sim_PV_power(timestamp=15) 
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                print('PV corrected actualitzat') 

            except: 

                print('PV corrected error connexió')  

 

  

if __name__=='__main__': 

    self=datacall() 

    self.caller() 
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